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1. WHAT IS ARES? 

1.1. Ares in a nutshell 

Ares is the common information system used by all the Commission's Services, the 

Cabinets, EEAS, the EU delegations, the executive agencies and other institutions such as 
the Service of the European Ombudsman, agencies like BEREC, EU-Lisa... for registering 
and filing the official documents of the Commission in the same electronic common 
repository. It follows the e-Domec rules for Document Management. 

On top of registration and filing, Ares offers multiple functionalities, such as creation of 
workflows, e-signatories, full-text searches, security management... Ares is interfaced with 
the NomCom application (filing plan of the Commission and all DGs) which facilitates the 
operations of filing. In Outlook an <AresLook> button connects Outlook to Ares since it 

allows end-users to register and file e-mails in Ares. 

1.2. Where to find useful information about Ares? 

For e-Domec procedures and many interesting information about guidelines, check the 
related SG website: Records management & archival policy (e-Domec) (europa.eu) 

Check also the DIGIT HAN Support wiki: Home page of HAN project - HAN - EC Extranet 
Wiki (europa.eu) 

You can find there all the users guides (this documentation guide focuses on Ares. You can 
also read NomCom's and too), but also Quick Reference Cards, information about the 

trainings on Ares, Frequently Asked Questions and many more.  

Do not hesitate also to subscribe to our Ares Newsletter and receive monthly tips and 
tricks, useful information about latest releases and many more: DIGIT - Manage My 
Newsroom Account (europa.eu) 

 is another interesting tool. We propose many educational HAN related videos: 

AresTV - HAN - EC Extranet Wiki (europa.eu)     

Throughout this user guide, the icon is shown when there is a matching AresTV. 
A direct link to the video in EU learn is provided. 
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2. ACCESSING ARES  

2.1. Connecting to Ares 

2.1.1. How to connect to Ares? 

Context  

Ares has a web-type user interface, requiring an EU login authentication.  

Method 

(1) Launch your web browser (Internet Explorer for instance). 

(2) Enter the address https://webgate.ec.testa.eu/Ares  

(3) The EU login homepage asks for authentication. If you are not yet connected to an EU 

login application, enter your email address. 

 

(4) Click on  button. 

(5) Type you EU login password.  
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(4) You can choose whether to stay connected through EU login or to be completely 
disconnected: 

 

Notes  

 Since 2017, Ares and Nomcom use the more secure HTTPS for data communication in their 

hyperlinks, rather than the older, unsecured http protocol which does not encrypt data1. Since 
that date, we automatically redirect from the old address to the secure one. Because all 
document URL links since 2017 use https and to optimise performance, the automatic 
redirection has been stopped. Please update your old bookmarks (if you have such) if they are 

still pointing to the former http address since these will not work anymore. 

 If you are already authenticated on EU login to another application that uses this service, you 
will not be asked to authenticate yourself again. 

 You can use a different authentication method. Check EU login information on DIGIT Service 

catalogue for info.  

 You can access Ares remotely. Details here:  
https://webgate.ec.europa.eu/fpfis/wikis/x/HrjGCw 

 For data protection reason, the timeout of the application occurs after 30 minutes of inactivity.  
 

2.1.3. How to change the role displayed when 
connecting? 

                                              
1 HTTPS stands for Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure. It is the encrypted version of HTTP, an application protocol 

to transfer resources across the internet. It is most commonly used for transferring data from a web  s erver to  a 

browser to view web pages. 
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The work screen and the homepage offer different links and shortcuts:  
 

 

– e-Signatory: displays all your e-signatory tasks 

– Assignment: displays all your assignment tasks 

– Received documents: displays all the registered documents where you are indicated as a 
recipient 

– Get started by creating a/ an: new document or an internal message 

– Search criteria/ Advanced search: gives you access to the detailed search for documents, 

files or tasks  

2.2.2. Ares menu 

The menu (tree view) allows you to navigate easily and directly between the different Ares 
functionalities. It can be minimised, if necessary, by clicking on the arrow2. The menu gives you 

access to the following information: 

                                              
2 Click on the arrow again to "maximise" the menu. 
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– Help gives you access to Ares (and NomCom) online documentation available from Digit 
Ares Support Wiki. You are also offered useful links as the link to register to a training. You 
are also provided with the link to the "privacy statement". 

– News: when a new release is to be deployed with major changes/ features or when an 
important information is to be known, a news pop-up is displayed upon Ares connection. It 
presents the major release improvements and changes, a link to the complete documentation, 
to an explanative movie and to Digit Ares Support wiki.  You can also rate the movie you have 

watched. 
When you do not want that pop-up to be launched automatically, tick the button <Close and 
no longer show>. You can still view it again, at any time, from News menu at the top right of 
the screen. 

 

– AresTV : direct link to AresTV on the home page. It offers you fun explanatory 
movies about several Ares and NomCom features. Do not hesitate to click it regularly! 

– Go to Nomcom provides direct access to the NOMCOM 3 application.  

Notes 

 If you click on the Ares logo (on the top left of each screen) you are redirected automatically 
to the application homepage (except when you are creating/ modifying a document).  
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 Informative and warning messages will be shown at the top of the screens whenever Ares will 
be unavailable for deployment, maintenance ... 
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4. ACCESS RIGHTS AND SECURITY 

4.1. Access rights and available options in Ares  

In Ares, you must make a distinction between the possibility to do an action on a document and 

the right to do it on a specific document/file. Indeed, being able to perform actions on a document 
is also closely linked to your access rights on the document itself. For instance, you may only 
modify a document if you are the document’s owner or if you have the current e-Signatory task 
on this document 

Under Hermes/Ares/NOMCOM 3, users are sorted into "groups". These groups may be 
created for operational (IRM, heads of unit, etc.) or organisational reasons (SG.B.3, DIGIT.B, 
etc.). A user may belong to several groups. The users and organisational groups appear by default 
in Ares. They are managed in the application by automatically importing from systems such as 

Sysper 2 or ComRef. The operational groups are managed manually by the DMO. 

Ares uses "profiles", which group together a set of actions that can be performed. Summary of 
all Ares available profiles: 

 

To read the summary: a person with a “advanced user" is able to perform the following actions: 
save and register a document, file, search, create external entities, create distribution and 
workflow lists (at personal, unit and direction level) and visualise the deadlines. 
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visible. The file security is also more volatile. Indeed it is quick and easy to modify it, whereas 
modifying a document with a marking. 

 The document stakeholders  (creator, sender(s), recipient(s) and the workflow actors: 

assignment and e-Signatory) can always see the registered document, whatever the marking is.  

There are four levels of confidentiality levels in Ares:  

– Normal (default option): for any non sensitive document, for “Commission use”, as 
described in the document C(2019)1903, executive agencies included. For any EU 

organisation using HAN4, the visibility is only authorised within their organisation. 

– Sensitive Non Classified (SNC): (replacing Handling restriction). Information or 
material the Commission must protect because of legal obligations and/or because of its 
sensitivity. The unauthorised disclosure could damage the document stakeholders or the 

EC as a whole, but which cannot cause damage to the EU or to the Member States' 
interest. 

– RESTREINT UE/ EU RESTRICTED : the unauthorised disclosure of which could be 
disadvantageous to the interests of the EU or of one or more of the Member States. 

– EURA-Restricted: may only be applied on documents related to nuclear safety (Euratom 
treaty) and is only for use by DG ENER in Luxembourg. 

A 5th sensitivity level « Publicly available » is automatically given to PAV documents (linked to 
a finalised Access to Documents request). This level cannot be selected by the user when 

creating/ modifying a document. See chapter 14.4 for more details about the PAV. 

Method 

(1) When encoding the document metadata, go to the field “Confidentiality level”. 

(2) From the dropdown list, select the required level of confidentiality from the three 

available:  
 

 

(3) According to the confidentiality level chosen, options might be available. Read the details 
in the coming chapters. 

                                              
4 For instance, the European Ombudsman, agencies such as BEREC, EMSA... 
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4.2.2. How to indicate that my document is Sensitive (Non Classified)? 

Context  

If you document is sensitive because of legal requirements or because it contains personal data, 
you must restrict it, for instance with a marking. Examples of sensitive non classified documents: 

sensitive briefings, personal information, draft policies or speeches, unpublished financial 
information, legally protected information…. 

A document may also contain sensitive personal data, that do not imply a marking. A flag is 
available for this case: the “personal data » flag. See chapter 4.2.6 for more details.  

Please find a description of all the security markings on our wiki:  
https://webgate.ec.europa.eu/fpfis/wikis/download/attachments/110233543/Nouveaux%20Timbr
es.xlsx 

Method 
(1) Choose the confidentiality level “Sensitive Non Classified”. 

(2) Select a security marking: “SENSITIVE” or “SPECIAL HANDLING”:  
 

 

(a) SENSITIVE: the standard handling procedure applies5. In order to define the 
audience that must access your document, you can combine it with: (Those are 

mutually exclusive, meaning you cannot edit both simultaneously). 

 a distribution marking (Security matter, Staff matter, Medical secret…): you 
give only access to the marking group members 

 One or several service(s) (ex: DG CLIMA.A1…)  

 a working group: list of persons working on specific projects. This list is 
created (and managed) by the DMO, in collaboration with the LSO 

 The access to a distribution marking/group depends on your DG/ rights. 

Members of the distribution marking/service/working group have only access to 
the document if they also belong to the file readers of the document.  

                                              
5 See the handling instruction details in the Security Notice for the Sensitive non -classified documents: 

https://myintracomm.ec.europa.eu/corp/security/EN/newDS3/PolicyLegislation/Documents/C(2019)%201904%

20-%201 EN ACT part1 v4.pdf 
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When used on its own, “SENSITIVE” is very restrictive as it gives only access 
to the document stakeholders. 

 

(b) SPECIAL HANDLING must be used when stricter handling instructions apply. It 

is compulsory to add a distribution marking (such as OLAF investigations…): 

   
 

(3)  A marking expiry date, an “Unlimited” time frame or a marking expiry event may be 

added for some markings.  

 

(4)  The document security is clearly visible at the top, in the yellow-coloured banners, above 
the document title. The security is also shown in the document additional information: 
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It is not possible any longer to apply/update a document with the old security values. The old 
markings are still visible for the already marked documents (with “Sensitive Non Classified” 
mentioned in the yellow banner) but will not be available when a marking should be 

edited/added. 

Specific markings: 

 The following distribution markings « SENSITIVE : OLAF Investigations », « SPECIAL 

HANDLING : OLAF Investigations », « SPECIAL HANDLING : COMP », « SENSITIVE : 
Security Matter », « SPECIAL HANDLING : CLIMA » and « SPECIAL HANDLING : 
Pharma investigations » do not allow attachments.  
Then, if you have imported/scanned a file and you choose afterwards one of these markings, a 

warning message is displayed:  

   

 For the following markings « SENSITIVE : Court procedural documents », « SENSITIVE : 
COMP operations », « SENSTIVE : IAS operations », « SENSITIVE : CLIMA » and 

« SENSITIVE : Pharma investigations” : the users who are not stakeholders of a document 
marked with one of the above-mentioned markings may access the metadata, but have no 
longer access to the attachments when they are acting as a virtual entity or from a delegation. 
To have access to the attachments, they must become stakeholders, for instance by assigning 

themselves an INFO task. From that time onwards, they can see the attachments without 
changing role.  

 “Person concerned” option is available when you choose one of the following distribution 
markings: SENSITIVE: "Staff matter", "Medical matter" and "Investigations and disciplinary 

matters".  

 It is not possible to use external transmission for documents bearing the « SPECIAL 
HANDLING: CLIMA» and « SPECIAL HANDLING: Pharma investigations ». 

4.2.4. How to classify a document? 

Context 

The classification allocates the appropriate level of security to prevent unauthorised disclosure of 
a document. It helps managing the level of confidentiality and the markings. Classification can 
only be put on restricted registered documents, with the level of confidentiality "RESTREINT 
UE/ UE RESTRICTED" and "EURA-Restricted" without attachment. 
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 Markings are not affected by the declassification. If a marking was added then the level of 
confidentiality will turn into "Sensitive Non Classified". In other words, if the document had a 

marking before the declassification then this marking will be still applicable post-
declassification. 

4.2.5. How to specify that a recipient is the person concerned on a document 
and its consequences? 

Context  
The notion "Person concerned" points out the real recipient of the document (whom the 

document is about). A person concerned will always be one of the recipients of the document 
(To or Cc, internal or external). Defining a person concerned allows the user to limit the access 
to the document with the delegation. It also indicates (for example to the DMO) that this 
document shall not be filed in her/his DG (as the document is addressed to a particular person 

and not to a service). 

For example, that notion may be useful when a mail requires confidentiality (personal mail) for 
the recipient: an answer to a request for social or financial support, a career change, etc. The 
recipient would not like all his delegates to see his personal documents as they have received his 

delegation for work purpose. If a delegate connects to Ares on his behalf (and if that option has 
been set in the user's preferences), he will not be able to see the "person concerned" documents of 
the person who has delegated his profile. 

That option is available when you choose one of the following distribution markings: 

SENSITIVE : "Staff matter", "Medical matter" and "Investigations and disciplinary matters".  

 The only visible consequence of "person concerned" in a document is with a delegation.  
Indeed, even if the delegates have access to the sensitive documents, they cannot see the 
documents when the delegator is specified as “Person concerned”.  

Method 

(1) When you choose one of those markings ("Staff matter", "Medical matter" or 
"Investigations and disciplinary matters", the field “Person concerned” is enabled. 

(2) A drop-down list proposes all the recipients of the document (To or Cc). Select the person 
concerned from the list. (If you do not want to choose a recipient, keep Not applicable- 

default value selected).   
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4.2.6. How to indicate that my document contains sensitive personal data? 

Context 

The former “Personal data” marking is no longer available in Ares6. However, there is still a need 
to indicate when an Ares document contains sensitive personal data7 and guarantee an adequate 

level of protection for such a document. The document metadata called “Sensitive personal data” 
may then be used to indicate documents with sensitive personal data and to protect them 
adequately. The default protection is that this flag affects the filing of documents , as it adds a 
limitation to which files you can file such documents into, as explained below. A document with 

the flag and a marking can be filed in any file since the marking limits access to the document. 

In principle, the following categories of personal data are sensitive and therefore have to be 
flagged (and marked where the file visibility in Ares does not sufficiently limit who can access 
them): 

1. Behavioural data like an individual’s location information, traffic information, data on 
their personal preferences and habits, assessment of performance, appraisal reports, etc.  

2. Financial data like an individual’s bank account references (IBAN and BIC codes), bank 
statements, debit/credit card numbers and PINs, VAT number, information about salary, 
pension or financial entitlement, expenses, investments, invoices, etc. 

3. Special categories of personal data (art. 10 of Regulation (EU) 2018/1735: data revealing 

a person’s racial or ethnic origin, political opinions, religious or philosophical beliefs, or 
trade-union membership, genetic data, biometric data for the purpose of uniquely 
identifying a natural person, data concerning health or data concerning a natural person's 
sex life or sexual orientation; 

4. Personal data relating to criminal convictions and offences or related security measures 
(see art. 11 of Regulation (EU) 2018/1725); 

5. Personal data of vulnerable categories of data subjects (information specific to children, 
individuals with special needs, minority persons, etc. 

6. Operational data: all personal data processed by Union bodies, offices or agencies when 
carrying out activities in the domains of judicial cooperation in criminal matters or police 
cooperation in the area of freedom, security and justice. 

For all other categories of personal data, the person introducing a document in Ares should 
always carry out a case-by-case assessment of their sensitivity (i.e. depending on the context, 

additional categories of personal data than the ones listed above could be considered as 
“sensitive”). 

Method 

(1) Set the “Sensitive personal data” flag when creating/ modifying a document or an internal 
message: the choices are “Yes”, “No” or “Unknown” (default value). 

                                              
6 The “Personal data” marking did not restrict the document visibility when filed. 

7 There is no formal definition of “sensitive personal data”. It is an operational term used to refer to  categories o f 

personal data that require an additional level of protection 
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 Impacts on the filing: 

In order to ensure the best protection for a document with the “Sensitive personal data" flag, 

setting this flag on a document has an impact on the filing: a document with the flag “Sensitive 

personal data” (and no marking) can only be filed in a file with reduced visibility. Filing 
rules and warning messages have been adapted consequently. 

The system performs a visibility check8 on the coherence between the filing rules and the 

“Sensitive personal data” flag whenever a document is filed: for instance, if you try to file a 
document with the flag in a file with a wider visibility (i.e. in a file with “DG” or “Institution” 
visibility), you get a blocking message: 

 

 

You are also warned before actually trying to file the document: 

 

Notes 

 There is no link between applying a flag and a marking, except for the following specific 

markings where the proposed value for the flag will be “yes” (modifiable): “SENSITIVE: 
Investigations and disciplinary matters”, “SENSITIVE: Mediation service”, “SENSITIVE: 
Medical secret” and “SENSITIVE: Staff matter”. 

 In order to be consistent, the system updates the flag “Sensitive personal data” present in the 

tab grouping all “Transparency” related properties of a given file. For active files with only 
HAN content:  

                                              
8 These visibility rules do not affect ‘Blue’ PMO files. 
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4.2.7. How to encrypt the attachments of my document? 

Context 

You may need to (temporarily) encrypt Ares document attachments so their content is extra 

protected from unauthorised access . Encryption can be an effective way to reduce security 
breach risks stemming from unauthorised access to Ares document attachments directly on the 

servers, since encrypted attachments can only be decrypted by someone in possession of the 
decryption key. Without this key, the attachments are unreadable for someone that has gained 
unauthorised access. 

 

Please note that the option to directly encrypt Ares document attachments inside the system: 

 is applied to all attachments  (originals and PDF renditions) of a saved/registered Ares 
document (at encryption, a deadline for the attachments’ decryption can be indicated). You 
cannot choose a specific attachment from all. The document metadata cannot be encrypted; 

 does not impact access to these attachments for users that are authorised to access 

them. For these users, the system automatically decrypts them. Indeed, the document  
stakeholders (i.e. the creator, sender(s), recipient(s) and the workflow actors) and file 
readers (if there are) keep their access on the document and its attachments; 

 is primarily intended for Ares documents with attachments that contain sensitive 

information and that (temporarily) require an additional layer of protection at 
infrastructure level. For all other Ares document attachments, the default system security 
measures and functionalities remain in force. 

 The encryption functionality is not available by default to all Ares users. It can be authorised 
to a whole DG or a set of users (a service, a specific entity...). Please contact your DMO for more 
info. If necessary, s/he will open an incident to the helpdesk for HAN USM to request access.  

Method 
(1) When creating the document, check the box next to the ‘Encryption’ field: 
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5. CREATING AN ARES DOCUMENT 

5.1. What is a document? 

For the purposes of this manual, “a document is any content independent of medium9, 

which concerns the policies, activities and decisions of the Commission (or the concerned 
Institution/ agency)”. In other words, it does not matter if it is text written on paper or in an e-

mail, sound registered on a tape, or pictures stored in an electronic format on a CD-ROM. No 
matter what type of information, what format, what physical support, as long as it concerns the 
work of the Commission it is a document. 

A document contains metadata and attachment(s). The attachment format evolves depending 

on the document status. See chapter 5.3 for more details about the attachments. 

The document status may be different, along its lifecycle in Ares. When a document is active, it 
can be “saved” or “registered: 

- a saved document is a document in the preparatory phase  (a draft). It is modifiable 
by the authorised users. Only the title is compulsory when creating it and it is not 
compulsory to file it. It is only accessible by its creator and, if so, the persons who have 
received a task on it (e-Signatory or assignment). You may also generate an e-Signatory 

validation workflow on a saved document. A saved document receives a saved number 
starting with the creator’s service, the creation year and a sequential number. For instance, 
echo.b.3(2021)12789. See the following chapter to see how to create a new document. 

- a registered document is finalised and approved. It cannot be modified anymore 
(except by the DMO, under special circumstances) and must be filed. It has a registration 

number starting with Ares, followed by the creation date and a sequential number 
(different from the save number’s): Ares(2020)45932. Many metadata are compulsory 

when creating it. See chapter 5.5 for more details.  

As the case may be, you can directly register the document or first save it. A document may also 
be frozen, transferred or eliminated- for instance if the file(s) he is filed into is transferred to 

the Historical archives or deleted. Check the summary table of the rights on documents, in 
the annexes of this user guide, chapter 15.2 

5.2. Ares document metadata 

5.2.1. How to encode the metadata to create a new document?  

Context 

                                              
9 Regulation (EC) No 1049/2001, article 3. The following media are explicitly mentioned: written on paper; stored in 

electronic form; sound, visual or audio-visual recording. From SG e-Domec. 
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How to create a document in Ares, complete the different fields of the document, add an 
attachment to the document.  

For a clear definition of a « document », check chapter 1.1 

Method 

(1) Click on the  button on the home page or click on the  
button in the left navigation Menu.  

 

 

(2) This gives you the entry screen allowing you to create a new document: 
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(6)  You can provide the different dates (Document date, and also Received/ Sent dates 

available from  option) according to the document format: 
those dates are optional and might be hidden by the system after registration (see the table 
above). Based on the mail type, the system displays Sent date or Received date on the 
document details10: 

 Sent date: when the mail type is Outgoing, Internal (or Inter-institutional), Note to 
the file. 

 Received date: when the mail type is Incoming, External or Other.   

If necessary, type the date manually (DD/MM/YYYY) or click in the field for an interactive pop-
up calendar. If you double-click, you add the date of today.   

 

(7) Enter data in the Title field manually or copy & paste (max. 255 characters, incl. spaces). 
Make sure it reflects the document's content. 

(8) If needed, indicate whether your document contains sensitive personal data ( see chapter 

4.2.6 for details) and/or choose a level of confidentiality other than” Normal” and/or 

Marking (see chapter 4.2) 

(9) Additional information: clicking the option gives access to two additional fields: 

                                              
10 In your Ares Preferences, you can specify if you want the additional fields to be always open when creating and/or 

modifying a document. See chapter 3.1.1 for more details. 
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– "E-signatory": E-signatory tasks of the original document can be copied. Tasks will be 
then saved (the tasks will not be launched). You can then modify or delete any task. 
Instructions and comments will also be copied.. 

– Original link(s) 

– Attachment(s): choose the type of attachment to copy. You can include or not the linked 
translations (Copying attachments is for example useful in case of framework contracts 
containing several identical annexes).  

 The following metadata are never copied: assignments, dates, FWUP e-Signatory tasks.  

Method 

(1) Press "Copy" at the top right, under the  button of the document:  

 

(2) Tick the metadata you would like to copy:  
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(4) Select Add a new document.  

(5) This gives you the entry screen allowing you to create a new document. More details 

about the creation of the new document? See chapter 5. 

(6) Click   or  . 

(7) The document will be automatically filed in the file chosen at the outset. You can check 

this by clicking on the "Filing" tab of the document. 

Notes 

 Click on to view the detailed contents of the file. 

(a) : file or sub-file 

(b) To see the documents filed in the selected file (or sub-file), click View content 

under . 

 

The documents and their details are listed and you can navigate through the results 
by clicking the arrow. 
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 The  icon displays the information linked to the file, sub-file or document. 

 You can export the list of documents contained in a file or a sub-file if you click on 

 under  then View content. 

 To delete a file from the list of favourite files, click on Remove from favourites under 

 

 

5.2.5. How to create a new document from the Filing Plan? 

Context  
How to create a new document in Ares from a file via the tree structure of the filing plan.  

Method 

(1) In the left navigation menu, click on Filing Plan menu, under File menu. 

(2) Expand the tree structure of the filing plan until you reach the file from which you want to 
create a new document. 

(3) Click the  button next to the file. Ares checks whether you have the required 
rights to perform actions in this file. Please wait a moment. The available options are 

displayed in black. 
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(4) Select Add a new document:  
 

 

(5) You are redirected to the "Document" tab page to enter the metadata of your new 

document. 

(6) This gives you the entry screen allowing you to create a new document. More details 

about the creation of a new document? See chapter 5. 

(7) Click   or  . 

(8) The document will automatically be filed in the file initially chosen via the filing plan. 
You can verify this by clicking on the "Filing" tab in the identification area or in the filing 
plan in the corresponding file.  

Notes 

 You can select in the dropdown list to view the complete filing plan or just the part of the 

filing plan that corresponds to your DG. You can also filter according to the files' status: tick 

the status you want to display then click  button:   
 

 

 You have the option of completely closing the filing plan by clicking on  icon at the far 
right of the screen: 
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5.2.6. How to reply to a document or an internal message? 

Context  

A registered document or an internal message can be used to generate a reply. The system 

automatically fills some fields and links the two documents if you use the  button.  

Method 

(1) Open the document concerned. 

(2) You have 2 choices. Either you reply to a the document with the same format (i.e. you 

reply to a “document” with a “document” type and you reply with an “internal message” 
with an “internal message”) or you reply with the format you want: 

 To keep the same format: click the  button at the top right of the 
screen 

 To be able to choose the format, click the right arrow next to the button 

: 

 

(3) Fill in the fields of the new document/ internal message. Some metadata will be inserted 
from the original document: 

(a) Mail type: as during the creation of a new document, Ares will calculate 
automatically the reply typology, according to the type of the original document. 

(b) The original title is entirely kept. The text [Re] is added at the beginning of the 
document title. If the title already contains other occurrences of Re: or RE:, the 
text [Re] will replace them all.  

 

(c) Senders and recipients will be kept from the initial document: 

– The original senders (internal and external) will be put as recipients in the field 
“To” 

– The original recipients in copy in “Cc” (internal and external) will be put as well 
as recipients in copy in “Cc” 
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Method 

 Importing 

(1) Click on   button to import the attachment.  

(2) Select the type of attachment: Cover note, Main document or Annex. 

 

(3) Browse to find the document you need and select it.  

(4) The Attachment name and its format are automatically detected and entered. An icon 
representing the format is displayed next to the attachment name. You can open directly 
the attachment clicking on this icon: 

 

(5) You can modify the attachment name typing directly in the related field:  

 

(6) After registration, all attachments will be converted in pdf and stamped with the Ares 
number and the registration date. You can however choose not to apply the on an annex11. 

Untick the box  when you do not want the stamp on an attachment and then 
confirm: 

                                              
11 This can be useful for attachments that previously have been integrated in Decide from e-Greffe (and already have 

an official COM number) or for annexes relating to a long correspondence with external partners when  s ign ing  

contracts (where the last version of the contract is the most relevant. 
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 Scanning with Ares 

(1) Click on the button to add the divider that will allow you to use scan to Ares.  

(2) Select the type of attachment: Cover note, Main document or Annex 

  

(3) The Attachment name is automatically displayed, it is entitled Scan by default.  

 

To ensure a smooth scanning and registration process, it is advised to modify the name, 
especially if the document contains several attachments to scan. The name modification can be 
done directly typing directly in the related field:  

 

(4) Enter the external reference if there is in the field Type ext. reference. 

(5) Select the Language of the text from the drop-down list. (The default value for the field is 
no language) 
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You can delete the attachment through the bin icon . 

(6) Enter a title in your document and  it. 

(7) In the “General” tab of the document, click on the barcode  corresponding to the 
attachment. 

  

(8) To print the divider, enter first the divider information: 
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– The Attachment name is entered automatically based upon the title entered at point (4).  

– Tick the “Two-sided scanned document” checkbox to scan the document on both sides. 

 The same “Two-sided” option must also be selected on the copier/ multifunctional 

device. The divider’s verso side will not be scanned. (If the box has not been ticked for a 
two-sided document, the first scanned page will be empty).  

– Indicate the total number of sides, regardless the format of the document (resto, recto-

verso) 

– Tick the following checkbox if you authorise the modification of the document. 

– Tick the last checkbox if you want to set an expiry date for using the divider12. 

– Click on   button to start printing the divider. 

 

(9) Continue the procedure on your copier/ multifunctional device: 

– Place the divider you have printed in the appropriate tray, followed by the document(s) to 

be scanned.  

– Select the button to scan to Ares (it may be called differently according to the device you 

use: Scan to Ares, Scan and Send/ To Ares sided, To Ares 2-sided….) If the Ares 
document to register contains at least one recto and one recto-verso documents, the 
documents will have to be scanned separately if you want to avoid scanning blank pages.   

– The document is automatically scanned and sent to Ares as an attachment in .tif format. 

(All scanned attachments will be converted into .pdf after registration. When an e-
Signatory is launched, the .tif is also converted in pdf in the saved document to allow the 
preview).  

5.3.2. How are displayed the attachments in Ares? 

When the document is registered, clicking on an attachment’s title opens its PDF rendition. 

                                              
12 These two last options have not been activated in the current version of the application. 
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If you are working on Edge Chromium : you should first open the pdf file in Ares, then 

right-click on the  icon, next to its name, at the bottom of the screen. Then, choose 
“Always open with system viewer” option. You can then define Acrobat Reader as the app to 

use when opening pdf files (see image above). Do not forget to tick  “Always use this app to 
open .pdf files” so that your choice is kept. 

  
 
 

  You must check that the file has been scanned before registration. Indeed you have to 
scan the attachment in the saved document before registration. If you do not scan, the system 

will not allow you to continue with registration.  

  

 You cannot upload an empty attachment. 
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 Moreover, it will not be possible to scan after registration: neither the printing of the divider 
nor the scanning will be allowed. 

 You may use several times the same type of attachment in the same document.  

 The attachments are displayed in the following order: Cover page, Main document then 
Annex. You may choose not to order them automatically (i.e. not to follow this order). Then, 
move up or down the arrow displayed when you mouse over the area at the right of an 
attachment: 

  
The automatic sorting is then disabled:  

 It is then not possible to return to the automatic sorting, unless you delete all attachments and 
re-import/scan them again. 

 You can scan out of Ares and then attach it into an Ares document. 

  After each registration, Ares automatically converts each attachment in pdf. Thus two 
different file formats will be available: the original format (ex: Word, Rtf…) and the rendered 
pdf format. Only the pfd version will be stamped. 

 

 The attachments are compulsory for registered documents with a "Normal" or "Sensitive Non 
Classified" security level. However, documents with an "RESTREINT UE/ UE 

RESTRICTED" confidentiality level must not have attachments. 
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 When an attachment is added and contains track changes: if nobody else has done a clean up 
before, the system accepts all changes at the end of the e-Signatory and before registration. 

5.3.3. How to see the attachments of a document at one glance: check their 
preview! 

Context  

Attachments in documents (including the supporting documents) containing a saved or launched 
e-Signatory can be previewed (as is the case for registered documents). 

The preview shows the attachments rendered in PDF (if their format is supported by the 

conversion) but the text recognition is not available. A preview might not be directly available 
due to the rendition waiting time. 

They are not stamped with the save number either. Each time an attachment is added or modified 
(via check-in/out, files modification or modification of supporting documents), a new conversion 

is automatically launched. 

Method 

(1) In the document details, click on the button  : 

 

Or on the menu at the right of the screen  
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Notes 

 You can print directly from the attachments preview (only available in Mozilla Firefox, 
Internet Explorer 11 and Chrome). 

 

 To print with Microsoft Edge: after clicking “Print” button, a separate window opens. Simply 
print from there via the Microsoft Edge print window.  

 

  These PDF conversions will be deleted after registration and the preview is only accessible 
when the conversion is complete (a warning waiting message is displayed in the meantime).  

  

 You can launch a check-out  from the Preview attachments window: 
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This option is available after the registration of the document and allows you to insert the image 
of an acknowledgement of receipt of your document. You can for instance insert the scan proving 
that you have sent the document physically.  

Conditions: you have to be the creator or the registration author of the document or have a 
DMO/CAD profile to import an acknowledgement. Only a user with DMO/CAD profile can 

remove it via the "Modify special" button. Only one acknowledgement of receipt allowed per 
registered document and it is not available for documents with a confidentiality level/a marking 
preventing the addition of attachments. 

A tooltip specifies the exact time of its addition. The receipt is also visible in the preview of 
attachments and a stamp with the registration date and Ares number is added. 

Method 

(1) At the right of the screen click on "Add Ack. of receipt": 

  

(2) Then, import the receipt you have previously scanned, out of Ares: 

 

Click button. 

(3) The receipt is added in the list of attachments: 
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If you are working on Office 365, you might see an intermediate screen asking you to choose the 
linked application for the attachment. (Click “Remember my choice for ms-word links” to use 
this link to the next Word check in-check outs). 

 

(6) Make the necessary changes on the attachment. 

(7) When you have completed your changes, save your document .  

 

(8) Close the application. 

(9) You are automatically back to Ares. To upload your new version into Ares, click the 

<Check-in>   button. You may insert comments: 
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(10) Check-in is completed and your changes saved: your version is uploaded. The lock is 
removed and the document and attachment may be used by other users again. This version 

is now the current version of the attachment. To see all versions, click the <Manage 

versions>  button. 

 The option <Edit version>  button gives you the possibility to re-open the document in 
Office (option available until you do the "Check-in"). 

If you do not want to put your updated version in Ares, cancel the check out : 

 

Notes 

 Type of files available for check-out in Ares: mdb, mde, xls, slw, xlsb, xlsm, xlsx, xltm, xlt, 

xltx, ppt, pptm, ppsm, potm, pptx, ppt, ppsx, pps, potx, pot, ppt, mpc, mpp, mpv, mps, mpt, 
mpw, pub, rmh, doc, dot, docx, docm, dotm, dotx, wri. For any other file type, use <Manage 
versions> button. 

 If an attachment remains in check-out mode (not followed by a check-in or a cancellation), the 

attachment will be automatically unlocked after 6 days (no warning received). Your changes 
will be then lost and the attachment will be available for a new check-out if necessary. 

 Specific messages. If you encounter these messages, please: 
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Summary of possible situations: 

 

It is not possible to delete a registered document15. You can request the annulment of the 
validity of the document to your DMO. More details, see chapter 5.9  

A saved document can be definitively deleted manually or automatically. When a document is 
deleted, it cannot be seen anymore nor found by a search, even by the stakeholders. The 
corresponding workflow, tasks and warnings are now also deleted. If there are opened tasks on 

the document, they will be automatically closed and they will not be visible anymore in the 
inbox.   

During the first year, if you want to get it out of the trash bin, you may contact your DMO and 
ask her/him to recover the document (through a specific Administration tool “Recover 

document”). One year after the document was sent to the trash bin, if no request to call it back 
has been done, the document will be permanently deleted from the database. 

Method 

Automatic: 

 Unfiled saved documents are automatically deleted and sent to the trash bin after 150 days of 

inactivity (i.e. when there has been no modification on the document and the attachments: no 

                                              
15 Exception: if the file where the document is filed into is deleted (for example, after a HPS first review, if the 

category linked to the file implies a deletion, the file and its documents must be eliminated. For more details, see 

NomCom user manual). 
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check-in/check-out, no modification or addition of attachments, no addition of tasks...).. After 
120 days of inactivity, they are marked as "to be deleted" and displayed in the DMO reports. 

Manual: there are 3 ways to delete a document manually: 

 click on   button then on  to see the “Trash bin” button at the end 
of the e-Signatory:  

 

 the deletion of a saved document will be done 150 days after you have unfiled the 

document from all the files it was filed into (if no action on the document during those 
150 days): 

– Find the document that you want to delete. 

– Access the document details by clicking on the hyperlink in its title. 

– The tabs of the document are displayed. Click on the "Filing" tab. 

– Click on the Unfile option button under :  

 
If the document was filed in only one file, it is unfiled.   

 
 

 if you are the creator of the document, the option "Trash bin" is available on the right, 
with the actions to perform on the document. Confirm with <OK>. You are redirected to 

the home page after the document deletion:  
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operation on the document and/or the attachment and after the user has finished a task or an 
action on the document and/or the attachment. 

A document is automatically locked during: 

 modification of the metadata on the "Document" tab page (click on the "Modify" button) 

 editing of the assignments or of the e-Signatory (click on the or 

button) 

 filing of the document 

 execution of the versions of the attachments (via check-in check-out) 

 execution of the tasks (assignment, e-Signatory): adding a new task, 
finishing/delegating/sending back to sender a task 

 The document is automatically unlocked when the user completes an action. Care must be 

taken to ensure that the action has been properly closed and validated so that the document does 
not accidentally remain locked. 

To prevent any kind of lock: 

 Confirm the metadata changes ("General" tab page) by clicking on , 

 or  

 Close the editing of the assignments or of the e-Signatory by cancelling the editing (click 

on the button) or by validating the editing (click on 

) 

 Close an action on the versions of the attachments: finalise the check-out by performing a 
check-in or cancellation operation 
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Note 
An informative message is displayed when you have no locked document:  

 
 

5.5. Entities 

5.5.1. How are defined the entities in Ares?  

An entity refers to any piece of data on a person or organisation. Entities may be internal or 
external 

 An internal entity refers to any person, as well as the internal body to which that person 
belongs, which is part of the Commission (Directorates-General/Departments, offices, 

agencies, representations, delegations, cabinets, etc.) and which is listed in the Commission 
Outlook Address Book. The database in which internal entities are managed will be updated 
very regularly.  

 Internal entities are valid across the entire Commission and you are not able to create or 

modify them in Ares. 

 The external entities are organisations or persons who interact with the Commission but 
are not part of it. This includes companies, citizens, national administrations and even other 

European institutions (the European Parliament, the Council, etc.). Data concerning external 
entities can be used by all the DGs. It can be encoded (both for persons and bodies) freely 
but only by the user with the appropriate role (all profiles except "noAresaccess"). 
Furthermore, the e-Domec guidelines must be complied with.  

To avoid having duplicates, always conduct a thorough, comprehensive search before you 
create a new entity. New data is checked by means of internal validation at DG level. Once 
checked, this new data can be fed into the common database. 

Creating and searching for external entity (person and/or organisation) can be done when 

creating a new document or from the menu Administration/ External entities: 
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 The Executive Agencies  do not belong to the European Commission and they should not be 
the same way as Commission DGs or services. However, executive agencies are not really 
external entities as member states or citizens. 

In order to correctly manage this situation, executive agencies users are included in a 

specific group: "ea_ group". A superior group includes the Commission, Executive 

Agencies and E.E.A.S: "hermes_group". 

 

Filing plan Commission common headings: "hermes_group" is "file reader". 

In order to share files among the Commission and the Executive agencies or EEAS: add the 
necessary people/agencies in the corresponding roles of the files. (Identical rule with the 
sharing of files among the Commission DGs).  

 Users with multiple main job assignments and detached to an Executive Agency will 

only appear in the Autocomplete and Search functionality (from current base) as users 
from the Executive Agencies.  

 

 A virtual entity is a fictional entity that brings together users under an identical name. Virtual 
entities are the equivalent of the Outlook functional mailboxes (e.g. SG-Domec) and 
Commission departments (e.g. DIGIT-B.4). These entities are considered to be internal 

entities. In Ares, only the term "virtual entity" is used. 

 You create virtual entities manually in the application.  

A virtual entity may contain several persons (users). A "profile" is assigned to a virtual entity 
(same behaviour as for a user). Users in the same virtual entity can belong to the same structure 

(e.g. the same unit) or to different structures (e.g. a virtual entity for DMOs). The same person 
can belong to more than one virtual entity. 
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(5) To select an organisation to link (either an organisation that already existed or a  new 

one), click  button, next to the organisation’s name: 
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5.5.4. How to create an external organisation? 

(1) In the From or To/ Cc field groups on the screen where you enter data for a document, 
type what you know about the entity you are looking for and then select it from the drop-

down list. If the autocomplete tool does not propose the organisation you are looking for, 

click the   icon:  

 
 

or click in Administration menu, External entities. 

(2) The screen that appears allows you to conduct an in-depth search for the external 
organisation. Click on the tab “External organisations”.  

 

 Do not specify too many details and run the search several times to make sure that you do not 
end up creating a duplicate. 

(3) The results are displayed: 

(a) If it matches the entity you are looking for, click on  . The entity will 
be then automatically inserted on the List of selected contacts panel at the bottom 
of the page. If you need more contacts, re launch the search or click 

 to insert the entity(ies) on your document creation page. 
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(b) If you do not find the organisation you need, click . 
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Fill in the fields to create the organisation.  

Click . If you have a DMO/CAD profile you may also validate the organisation at the 
same time by ticking <I want to validate the organisation> and/or < I want to validate the selected 

persons linked to the organisation>. 

 

(4) You are redirected to the “External organisations” tab. Click  to select the 
new organisation to be put in your document: 

 

(5) The entity is put in the List of selected contacts at the bottom of the screen. Click 

to insert the newly created organisation in your document. . 
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 Columns in the search results of an external entity are now sortable (click on  icon 
corresponding on the column you would like to sort). 

 The amount of documents in which the external entity is used, is displayed in the column 
"Doc.#" 

 The entities with the higher validation level are put on top (entities are listed from 3 to 1) 

 You can export results clicking on the  button. 

A maximum of 100 results are displayed during a search for entities. 

5.5.5. How to modify an external entity? 

All Ares users can modify entities level 1 they have created, in their current DG.  

(1) Go to Administration/ External entities menu: 

 

(2) Click on the tab linked to the entity (“Organisations” or “Persons”)to modify and search 

for it:  







 

 

5.5.6. Recovering entities 

Context  

An entity refers to any data on a person or organisation. Entities may be internal, external 
or virtual. 

 Internal entity: any person, as well as the internal body to which that person belongs, 

belonging to the Commission (Directorates-General/Departments, executive agencies, 
representations, delegations, etc.). Internal entities are traverse in the whole 
Commission. You must not create internal persons as the entire database is 
automatically imported and regularly updated in Ares. 

 Virtual entities  are fictional entities that gather together users under an identical 
name. Virtual entities are the equivalent of the Outlook functional mailboxes (e.g. SG-
Domec) and Commission departments (e.g. DIGIT.B.4). These entities are considered 

as internal entities and must be created manually in the application. 

 External entities: organisations or persons not belonging to the Commission. Data 
concerning external entities can be used by all DGs. Its encoding (both for persons 
and bodies) is limited to the user with the appropriate role and must comply with the 

e-Domec rules. The system checks for the possible existence of the entity in the 
database. The new data is checked (internal validation at DG level and validation at 
central Commission level). Once checked, this new data can be fed into the common 
database. 

In the From/ To/ Cc fields (senders and recipients), these entities represent the persons 
and their organisations that can be entered, either by auto-complete or by means of a 
more detailed search. 

Method 

 Via the auto-complete: to complete the From/ To/ Cc fields in your Ares document: 

(1) Simply type what you know about the entity you are looking for.  

(2) After a few seconds, the dropdown list displays the first ten names that potentially 
match your search. The best scoring result will be displayed at the top of the drop-
down list. 

You can type a complete word or part of a word in any order. It can be a 
person, an organisation or an external/internal entity. The autocomplete entries 

will match all the keywords entered (‘starts with’ and not ‘contains”) regardless 
of the order in which the keywords appear.   
 
Results are not shown in alphabetical order. The first part of your search (the part 

before the first space) has more importance in the scoring. The system will 
always put internal entities on top. For external entities, the highest validation 
level is shown first.  
 
You can also copy & paste an email address in the fields From/ To/ Cc and the 

system will recognise the organisation/name associated. You can also simply type 
a few characters from the name, followed by a space or @:  
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5.6. Registering a document 

5.6.1. How to register a document? 

Context  

The purpose of registering a document drawn up or received is to: 

 identify the document in question with certainty 

 certify that the document concerned, which fulfils the established or generally 

recognised minimum requirements within the Commission has been presented 
for registration in accordance with the established or generally recognised 
procedures within the Commission departments, has been transmitted by an 
author to an addressee at a given date as incoming or outgoing mail or by its 

incorporation into an archiving/record-keeping system 

In other words, registration recognises the value of a document for the Commission: a 
registered document is a document that commits the Commission or one of its 
departments as it falls within its competence. 

All profiles are able to register documents, except "base" and "no Ares access" profiles. 
Indeed you need to see <Register and Send> button on the Ares interface to register.  

 An internal document registered in ARES is sent automatically via ARES. Therefore, 
you must not send it also by e-mail to the ARES users. 

Method 

(1) Open the document you want to register or create a brand new document. 

(2) If the document had previously been saved, click first  
button at the top right of the screen: 
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 Consistency of data: when a document is registered, the system takes a "snapshot" of 

the document at that very particular time and freezes the sender(s)/recipient(s)’ 
statuses. If the status of the sender(s) and/or recipient(s) change after the registration, 
their status will not be updated accordingly. For example, if a recipient is active upon 

registration (so the manual icon   is not present), and becomes inactive a few 
months later, the system does not change anything.  

 Upon registration, the system displays a warning when you did not encode all 

e-Signatory actor(s) with a signataure task (SIGN or Q-SIGN type) as sender(s) in 
your document: 

 

 A document cannot be registered if there is an unfinished signature (SIGN/ Q-SIGN) 

task in the e-Signatory. Should this be the case, the  button is 
greyed out, preventing you to register and send the document.  

 

 When you want to register a document with unfinished e-Signatory tasks of types 
RED, CONTRIB, VISA or EXP, you can choose to create an INFO task for the 

concerned workflow actors in order to notify them: 
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5.8.2. PDF conversion of attachments and stamp 

Upon registration19, Ares automatically converts each attachment in pdf (if the 
original file can be converted in pdf). Thus two different file formats will be available: 
the original format (ex: Word, Rtf…) and the rendered PDF format. When the rendition 

is ongoing this icon is displayed  When it is done, the icon  is shown; you can 
then click on an attachment’s title to opens its PDF rendition.   

The stamp (made of the registration number and the regis tration date) will be put 
automatically on the pdf copy in the top right corner of the first page of each attachment).  

 You can however choose not to apply this stamp on an annex20. An icon is added 
next to any annex in the attachment typology box (by default the e-stamp is on):  

Click it if you wish not to have an e-stamp after registration and then confirm:  

 

The icon is then , indicating that the annex will not be stamped.  

The pdf file will be "ocerised21" meaning it will be possible to perform a text search on 
it.  

Notes 

 Not all formats can be converted into OCR PDF: 

                                              
19 And for saved documents containing an e-Signatory. 

20 This can be useful for attachments that have been integrated from e-Greffe into Decide (and that already 
have an official COM number) or for annexes from extensive correspondence with external partners, 
when signing contracts (in which the latest version of the contract is the most relevant). 

21 "ocerised": converted into electronic format with character recognition allowing a text search. 
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– Only the following source formats are converted in Ares: MS Word (.doc, .docx), 

MS Excel (.xls, .xlsx), MS PowerPoint (.ppt, .pptx), TIFF, BMP, GIF, JPG, PDF, 
Standard Text, RTF (Rich Text Format), text files. 

–  .msg files or files with macros or password protected are never converted in 
PDF. 

  Files whose size is less than 15 Mb are directly converted. Conversion of files 
between 15 Mb and 50 Mb are available after 10 PM. Files whose size exceeds 50 
Mb are never converted.   

 Documents with a QES coming from the outside : if you introduce in Ares an 
incoming native signed PDF document containing a signature (from an external entity 
for instance): in order to preserve the integrity of these documents (the QES should 
still be valid after registration), if the system automatically detects a signature, those 

PDF attachments are not again converted into PDF or OCRised when registered in 
Ares. 

5.8.3. Qualified stamp (e-Seal) 

An e-Seal with a qualified stamp, is also applied after the PDF rendition process , on 

all attachments of documents registered in Hermes (i.e. registered in Ares, Areslook, 
HRS, etc.), whose registration author is a DG of the Commission or an executive 

agency, in the PAdES22 (PDF Advanced Electronic Signature format) format23. This e-
Seal guarantees the integrity of the content and the correctness of the origin of the 

attachments of a document — in particular outside the organisations using Ares and adds 
a qualified electronic certificate, allowing identifying a legal person with a high level of 
confidence and ensuring the integrity of the content24. A time stamp showing the date 
and hour given by the certificate authority is also shown25. 

 

                                              
22 The PAdES (PDF Advanced Electronic Signature format) technology has been chosen  because it  is  

embedded into the document, which makes it visible and easier to validate with tools s uch as Adobe 
Reader. 

23 Documents already registered in Hermes should also be e-Sealed/timestamped. This will be done in 

several stages later on. 

24 The e-Stamp (applied on main documents and cover notes when a SIGN task is completed  ) is  on ly  a 

declaration automatically added by Ares to the original content to attest that the document has been  
electronically signed in the system according to the Commission internal rules; the latter are b ind ing 
only among Ares users and bodies. 

25 HRS applications could use the e-Seal pour validate a document. 
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The e-Seal is only visible in the PDF properties of the attachment. With Adobe 

Reader, the signature panel is displayed when clicking as follows:  

The owner of the certificate is currently the Secrétariat Général, as the e-Seal refers to 
legal persons. If a noon Commission organisation has its own certificate, the system will 
use it, rather than the SG certificate. 
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The e-Seal is unique; any modification of the attachment is clearly mentioned:

 

Notes 

 No e-seal is applied if the document contains a Q-SIGN task. 

 If you add a PDF attachment that already contains a qualified electronic signature 

inside the PDF, or a PDF that already contains an e-Seal, there will be no new e-Seal. 

 The seal is applied at the top right of the document. However as some organisations 
have a specific header at the exact place of the current e-stamp, an Institution may 
request that the e-stamp spot be at a different place for their Institution. The system 

does the check on the Institution of the person who registers the document. DMO of 
the interested DG may contact SG e-Domec team if you need such change for their 
whole organisation. 

5.9. How to send an Ares document to the external? Use the External 

transmission 

Context 

When you register a document in Ares, the internal recipients  who are active Ares users 
automatically receive the document in their "received documents" box.  
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You can also choose to send a registered document to an external recipient or to 

inactive Ares users or those with "no Ares access" profile . This is neither an 
automatic nor a compulsory operation: when the system detects at least one external 
recipient, the person who registers the document is reminded about the possibility to send 
it via email. The external transmission is only done by email (never by fax for example) 

and can only take place once all attachments have been converted into PDF after 
registration. 

The external transmission is available to the creator of the document, to the actors and 
manager of the e-signatory at any time after registration and to the persons with an 
assignment on the document.  

 AresLook feature helps you registering in Ares incoming and outgoing emails.  
See AresLook manual in our wiki for more details:  

https://webgate.ec.europa.eu/fpfis/wikis/x/L4jDBg 

Method 

(1) If you have at least one external recipient or an inactive/"no ares access" user, 
after registration, the system offers you the external transmission and a tab 
“External transmissions” appears. 

 

(2) If you want to use this function, click on the tab "External transmissions":  

 

(3) Click on the button . 

(4) You can parameter the email:  
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It is not possible to request the annulment of a document for which an annulment has 

already been asked. 

 How to request the annulment of a document?  

Any person belonging to the DG that registered the document can request the annulment 
of a document by clicking on the new button “Annul. of validity” (available from the 

document “Actions” menu). 

Without any prior request, a DMO/ CAD user is also allowed to directly annul a 
document by using the button “Annul. of validity” : 
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A justification is compulsory: select the one that corresponds to the document and adds 

comments if necessary (optional):  

 

You can tick the stakeholders to be notified about the annulment. 
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6. CREATING AN INTERNAL MESSAGE 

6.1. What is an internal message?  

This feature is there to help you send a message to any Ares user (i.e. any sender 
or recipient who work in the institutions and agencies using Ares), through Ares, 

without passing through Outlook. 

The internal message in Ares complies with e-Domec rules for registration, filing and 

archiving, and therefore ensures business continuity and access to the information.  

For example, internal messages can be used to track the communication between the 
Business Correspondents and the HR AMC concerning Human Ressources (for example 

when selecting a candidate and applying the marking "Staff Matter'). But its use is up to 
each DG. No strict rules were put in place. 

Internal message offers two huge advantages: 

 the possibility to add a marking (which is not an option for emails with AresLook). 

You can then protect the communication to be registered. 

 they avoid the double notification: you do not receive anymore an email in Outlook 
and a document notification in Ares. You only receive the internal message in 
the Received documents of Ares. 

Internal messages are not planned to replace SECEM or AresLook. Indeed the 
latter should still be used for communication with externals. 

 No e-Signatory is possible with an internal message. 

6.2. How to create an internal message? 

Method 

You create an internal message in the same way as you create an Ares 

document, except that the recipients and senders of Ares internal messages must be 
internal entities (the autocomplete does not propose any external contacts). 

(1) Click on the  button on the home page or click on the 

 button in the left navigation Menu: 
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Click the button to do the filtering you want. <All> only applies to the filter 
buttons located in the same block. For example, <All> only applies to <To> and 

<Cc>, not to <Tasks for me> and <Unread>.  
Untick the button when necessary to disable the filter. 

 You can also sort each list, by theme and/or descending/ascending, e.g.:   

       

Favourites: "Access lost" only displays the documents for which the access 
on the document is no longer valid. For example, the registered documents 
modified with a "Modify special" or after a change of filing.  

(2) To perform actions (such as removing favourites or notifications, finishing tasks), 
you can select a single document via the tick box of the card or a batch of 
documents via the tick box of the action menu: 

 
As soon as you tick at least a document, the main corresponding action is automatically 

displayed on top:  button for tasks, remove  for received 

documents and take off from favourites for  documents.    

(3) The number of items and the number of pages in a list is clearly indicated   
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– From the tooltip: the main document metadata and a few buttons to perform 
actions on the document. 

– The document security if the level of confidentiality is not “Normal” and if a 
marking has been used 

– The Action Code (CF, CLASS, SIGN...)  

– The document title 

– The name of the person/ virtual entity that has received the task 

– When the task was assigned 

– The name of the person who has received the task 

– The deadline and if the task was performed on time or not 

– The name of the person/ virtual entity that has assigned the task 

– The save and/or registration number 

The type of workflow: Att/Esign (Assignment or E-signatory). 

7.2.2. How to see the tasks delegated in your service? 

Content 

The tab “Delegated tasks” shows all the open tasks (with or without deadline) that have 
been delegated by a user from your unit/direction/DG and its related sub-services. For 
example, if you are working in DG ECHO. A.2, you will see the tasks delegated by the 

users of ECHO.A.2 but also from ECHO.A.2.001, ECHO.A.2.002... You can filter 
by delegator. 

 This option is only available for tasks delegated after the release of Ares 3.0.2 (i.e 

from 29/09/2018).  

Method 
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(1) Under Follow-up navigation menu, click on Deadlines:   

 

(2) Click "Delegated tasks" tab: 

 

For each task, you will find the following information: 

– From the tooltip: the main document metadata and a few buttons to perform 
actions on the document. 

– The document security if the level of confidentiality is not “Normal” and if a 
marking has been used 

– The Action Code (CF, CLASS, SIGN...)  

– The document title 

– The name of the person/ virtual entity to whom to task was delegated to 

– When the task was assigned 

– The deadline and if the task was performed on time or not 

– The name of the person that has delegated the task 

– The save and/or registration number 

– The type of workflow: Att/Esign (Assignment or E-signatory). 

Notes 

 Each list can be exported in Excel: 
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How to read the table? A person with an "advanced user" profile, whose affectation is at 

"sector level" (ex: COMM.D.2.003) is able to create a list with a "personal" type and can 
also view all lists types created (sector, unit, directorate, DG, Institutions and all). Or a 
person with a "user" profile whose affectation is at "DG" level (a Director General for 
example) can create lists at "personal" level but cannot see the lists created in his DG that 

have a "sector", "unit" or "directorate" level. He/she can only see the "DG/other 
institutions/ all" levels. 

DG/ other institutions: DIGIT, NEAR, EMSA, EDPS, Ombudsman...  
      Institutions: EC, EEAS. 

 Distribution lists with "All" level can only be created by USM profiles. They can 
however be modified by the DMO/CAD persons of the DG concerned (the DG is to be 

decided at the "all" list creation). 
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(d) Insert the persons or services you want: specify the name of the person/the 

organisation via autocomplete or through a search . 

 

You can change the order of recipients via drag-and-drop (inside the same 
field or between "To" and "Cc") 

(4) When the list is done, click . 

7.3.3. How to manage a distribution list? 

(1) Click Administration, Distribution lists: 

 

(2) Lists management window opens: 
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7.3.4. How to add a list as favourite?  

To have a quick and easy access on the lists you most commonly use (for example when 
drafting a document), you can add those lists as favourites. You can have maximum 15 
favourite lists.  

Method 

(1) Go to Administration, Distribution lists 

(2) Click on the icon next a list  

  

(3) You are warned that the list is now among your list of favourites: 

 

(4) Selected lists are easily accessible from the filter   

 

or from a document: 
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Note 

 To take a list off your favourites, click the corresponding  icon. 

7.4. Workflow lists 

You can use workflow templates for assignments and e-Signatories. You can then 
prepare lists and use them several times, in different documents.  

Workflow lists are managed from Assignment lists or E-Signatory lists, under 
Administration menu. 
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7.4.1. How to create a workflow list? 

The creation of assignment lists or e-Signatory lists is similar.  

Method 

(1) Click on the left menu Administration, then click Assignments lists or e-Signatory 
lists 

(2) Click  button: 

 

(3)  Fill the fields:  
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(d) Insert the persons or virtual entities you need with the autocomplete. 

(optional) 

(e) If you have several names on a list, you can modify the actors order using 

drag-and-drop . 

(f) You can type instructions (optional) 

(g) If you tick  icon, the corresponding task will be critical:  . 

(4) When the list is done, click . 

7.4.2. How to manage workflow lists? 

(1) Click Administration menu, Assignment lists or e-Signatory lists. 

(2) The screen to help you managing lists opens: 

 Example of assignment lists: 

 

 Example of e-Signatory lists: identical options 
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9. WORKING WITH FAVOURITE FILES  

9.1. How to put a file as favourite? 

Context  

The favourite files list is useful for your everyday work in Ares, particularly during the 
filing process. This list allows you to keep a customised list of files currently in use 
without having to navigate in the filing plan or search in a list.  

A maximum of 200 favourite files is authorised. 

To find a file in Ares, you must have file reader, file user or file editor rights.  

Method 

(1) From the Advanced search menu, click on button. 
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– Specific code: internal code for managing files given by the DG. This code may 

be a copy of the codes on paper files or part of a file identification system unique 
to the DG.  

– Status: a file can be active, inactive, closed, transferred or eliminated. 

– Desk officer: the person(s) that work on the file. The desks officers belong to the 

service of the "Chef de file", the department responsible for the file. You must 
type a login in that field. 

– Heading code: NOMCOM heading code, decimalisation. 

– Heading name: title of the heading 

– Specific code: specific heading code defined by DG (does not exist in all DGs). 
This reference code which was given by the DG to headings in the filing plan 
before the NOMCOM code with its own decimalisation system existed.  

– File editors/ file users/ file readers: access rights on the file. 

– Information on the file preservation: CRL category (Common Retention list) 
category, ARP actions (Administrative Retention Period), if the file contains 
other documents in other repositories (digital, paper…) 

9.2. How to remove a file from the favourite files? 

Method 
(1) Click Favourites menu 

(2) To remove a file from your favourite files list: 

– Click  button next to the concerned favourite file and choose Remove 
from favourites option  

– or click  icon next to the file 

 

In order to delete all favourite files at the same time: 
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(1) Go to Favourites menu 

(2) Check the cross next to the favourite files at the top left of the screen: 

 

(3) Click  button that has appeared: 

 

9.3. How to export the list of your favourite files? 

Context 

You may export your list of favourite files in an Excel file. This file is useful if you want 

to file with Areslook for example. 

In Ares you have two export possibilities: 

Method 

(1) From a document: in the document details, click on the tab “Filing". Then click 

on  button. The button is available from the 
tab “Favourites”:  
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  Once you have clicked on , you will no longer be able to 

modify the assignments in question. However, if you need to, you can always add a 

new assignment line. You do this by clicking on . Enter your data 

as described in point (3) above. Confirm your data by clicking on . 
An assignment log is displayed on the "Assignments" tab page. 

 Who can add an assignment on a document? 

– On a registered document: the actors, the “file readers” where the document is 
filed 

– On a saved document: the actors, the “file readers” and the “file users” of the 
corresponding file 

Reminder: in both cases, no one can modify the document or the attachments 
(except DMO/CAD via ‘modify special’) 

10.1.2. How to delete an assignment task you have sent? 

Context 

Assignments can be deleted by: 

 The person who has assigned the task: if the assignment was launched less than 5 
days ago. 

 The DMO of the person who has launched the task: at any time (if the document 

is not locked). 

Assignments can be deleted whatever the status  of the document is (saved or registered). 

The person who has received a deleted task: the task (if not closed) appears greyed in the 
invox. It will always be visible in the document that an assignment has been deleted (can 

be seen in the "Assignment" tab). If that person clicks on the title of the document, she/he 
gets this warning message: 

 
(The access to the document is lost, except if that person has another access as file 
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(2) File the document 

 

(3) Then if you go on the "Assignment" tab, you may notice that the task has been 
closed automatically: (depending on the document status)  

 
You can see the automatic closure date, the name of the person who closed the task and 
the filing code where the document is filed. 

Notes 

  Specific case: shared files: in the previous versions of Ares, in order to close a 

filing task, the document had to be filed in the service of the "Lead department", so if 
your service was simply sharing this file, you were not able to close your task. In 
order to solve this problem, it has been decided to add the metadata "Associated lead 
department". This will extend the closing check of the filing task to all services 

defined in that new field. As a consequence, you are now able to close the filing task 
(manually or automatically) when a shared file is used, even if your service is not 
"lead department". Then: 

– for tasks received from Ares 2.6.2 (12/02/2015): you can file your document in a 

file where your DG is not "Chef de File" but is the "Associated Lead 
Department". If you have a filing task, it is closed automatically. 

– for tasks received before 2.6.2/3.6.2 and the creation of "Associated Lead 
Department" metadata: you file your document in a file where your DG is not 

"Chef de File". If there is no "Associated Lead Department", you cannot close 
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– modify the e-Signatory throughout the workflow (only on the 

undertaken tasks) 

– add a new task on a saved document even if the last task of the e-
signatory had already been finished.  

– perform a Bypass  on the e-Signatory32.  

(b) You can choose the visibility of the e-Signatory. It will be effective after 
the document registration. See chapter 11.1.5  

(c) If the workflow should also be on paper, click the box <There is a parallel 

paper signatory>.  See chapter 11.1.6 

(d) In the New tasks panel, select the relevant action code from the drop down 
list, for each workflow actor:  

 
 

CODE Label 

RED  Writer of the text  

CONTRIB  For contribution to the text 

VISA  For visa or initials 

SIGN For signature 

Q-SIGN33 For an internal qualif ied electronic signature  

Q-SIGN-

EXT For an external qualif ied electronic signature  

                                              
32 The document creator can also perform this action. 

33 See the following chapters for detailed explanations about Q-SIGN and Q-SIGN-EXT codes.  
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(you can also tick the files clicking “Modify/ Register” button of the document) 

(5) Launch your e-Signatory. 

Notes 

 Encrypted or password protected files cannot be used for the electronic qualified 
signature.  

 When the Q-SIGN task is active, the system converts the file in pdf and adds a seal. 

The file can be opened and downloaded from the icon (as long as the document is 
saved). 

 

 The icon  is displayed when the pdf conversion is still ongoing. 

 When the e-Signatory is launched, attachments to be signed can only be selected in 

the document modification mode (through the button “Modify/ Register”). It is only 
possible until one of the files is actually Q-signed (thus locked). If you cancel the 
signing process, the file is not locked then you may still choose the attachments to 

sign. 

 It is not possible to put SIGN and Q-SIGN tasks in the same e-Signatory. Under 
specific circumstances, you may decline a Q-SIGN task and add a SIGN task (and the 
other way round). See details chapter 11.2.1. 

 The system does not keep history of all the Q-SIGN pdf versions. Only the latest pdf 
and the original Word document are kept. When the internal user uploads the latest 
signed version, it replaces the former pdf version. Upon registration, this latest version 

(containing one or several signatures) receives the visible e-seal and is stamped with 
Ares registration number and date. 
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 It is possible to modify the action code (for instance replace a SIGN by a Q-SIGN or 

vice versa) if this task is not yet at the signer’s level. Once the task is active for the 
signer, it is too late. The document should be given up and replaced by another 
document. 

 To be able to launch an e-Signatory containing a Q-SIGN:  

– there should be at least one attachment (type Cover note or Main document)  

– the checkbox “There is a parallel paper signatory” has not been ticked.  

– At least one attachment is ticked for signature  

 Technically, you can have several Q-SIGN tasks for the same document, in whatever 
order and not necessarily successive.  But it is advised that all Q-SIGN be at the end 
of the e-Signatory, just before the EXP task. 

 Upon registration, the system displays a warning informative message if you did not 

encode all e Signatory actor(s) with a Q-SIGN task as Sender(s) in your document: 

 

 A document cannot be registered if there is an unfinished Q-SIGN task in the e-
Signatory. The button is greyed out, preventing user to register and send the 
document. 

 No e-Seal is applied on documents containing a Q-SIGN task. 

 You cannot do a bypass on a Q-SIGN task.  symbol is shown next to it. 

 You can add supporting documents when a Q-SIGN task has been created. 

 You cannot add a courtesy copy to a document containing a Q-SIGN task. 

11.1.3. How to create an e-Signatory requiring a qualified electronic 
signature for an external partner? Use the Q-SIGN-EXT task ! 

You can share and send a document to sign by an external actor. You can specify an Ares 

internal user (a person or a virtual entity) who is responsible for the sending of the 
attachment to the external person and for importing it back in Ares when signed. 
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(c) Click on “Browse…” to insert the signed attachment: 

 

The system checks then the integrity of the content (i.e. that the content sent is the same 

as the content received back; that no changes were done) and that the signatures are 
technically valid.  

– If the conditions are fulfilled, click “Upload signed version”. Be careful: when the 
version is uploaded, you will not be able to delete it (even if you click right after 

on “Cancel” in edition mode. The successful upload is confirmed: 

 

 

– If they are not fulfilled, an informative message explains that the file is different 
than the original sent, the integrity cannot be ensured… The task cannot be closed; 
the buttons are greyed.  

 

(10) The document may be then registered, sent to an internal user for a Q-SIGN task 

or even to another Q-SIGN-EXT if necessary. 

 

Notes 
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 The label ‘Qcert for Eseal’ is not mandatory for the Ares QES. An invalid external 

seal could also lead to a refusal of the document in Ares. (Label visible on EU Sign 
website- URL above). 

 You can specify the attachments to be signed until a QES-OUT task is active and the 
fie is locked following the closing of a QES-OUT task. 

 The icon  is displayed when the pdf conversion is still ongoing. 

 A same e-Signatory may contain several Q-SIGN-EXT tasks and Q-SIGN tasks, but 

not with SIGN tasks. 

 Conditions to launch a workflow containing a Q-SIGN-EXT task: 

 there is at least one attachment (Cover note or Main document) 

 the checkbox “There is a parallel paper signatory” is not ticked 

 the task Q-SIGN-EXT is not the last task in the workflow and must be assigned to 
an external person 

 the task QES-OUT/IN is assigned to an internal user or virtual entity (that has 

access to Ares and that is not in the ‘No Ares access’ group) 

 You cannot do a bypass on a Q-SIGN-EXT, QES-OUT or QES-IN task.  symbol is 
shown next to them. 

 As for Q-SIGN tasks, the system does not keep history of all the Q-EXT pdf versions. 

See details in the remarks of the previous chapter. 

 If you want to move a Q-SIGN-EXT task, all 3 tasks (Q-SIGN-EXT, QES-OUT and 
QES-IN) will be moved together. 

 Decline: if you decline a QES-OUT task, all three codes (QES-OUT, Q-SIGN-EXT 
and QES-IN) will be declined. If you decline a QES-IN task, no one will be able to 
add the document signed from the external and thus finalise the task 

 Delegate: when you can delegate a QES-OUT task, it does not delegate the QES-IN 

task. The QES-IN assignee will not change. Thus, the actors for QES-OUT and QES-
IN will be different. 

 There could be no courtesy copy with a Q-SIGN-EXT task. 

 You cannot put a Q-SIGN-EXT/QES-OUT/QES-IN task in a workflow template. 
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11.1.4. Who has access to the document during an e-Signatory 

workflow and when? 

 

In order to secure the visibility of drafted (i.e. saved) documents (especially important for 
draft documents filed in a file open to the whole institution), the access to filed saved 

documents during the validation workflow process has changed. 

 When an e-Signatory is created, its access is limited to the stakeholders (creator, 
participants of the workflow and e-Signatory manager) and, if the document is already 

filed at this stage, only to the file users. Access will be granted again to file readers when 
the e-Signatory is completed (irrespective of whether the document is registered or not). 

11.1.5. Who can modify a document/attachment in an e-Signatory? 

The document creator may always modify the document and its attachments (if not 

locked). The user with the current task may also. S/he loses this right when finished 
her/his task.   

11.1.6. What are the different status of e-Signatory tasks? 

Please find below the existing tasks statuses available for the e-Signatory tasks: 

– Saved: the task has been drafted but the e-Signatory has not been launched. The 
task has not been received by the actor. 

– Launched: the task has been sent but the workflow actor has not opened it yet. 

– In progress: the actor has opened the task but has not done any action on it. 

– Completed: the task has been closed. 
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 This means that the user who finishes the SIGN tasks received by the VE 

must be the person authorised to sign the document. 

  is only available on condition that: 

– there is at least one attachment (type cover note or main document) and 

– the SIGN task is not the last workflow task  

– the scans have been uploaded (if a divider had been prepared)  

– the box “There is a parallel signatory” has not been ticked 

  A lock cannot be undone  and the attachments become unmodifiable, so verify the 
documents you sign and lock carefully before you use it. To make sure you 

understand the consequences, a warning is displayed when you click  
button:  

 

 Once you are used to the new functionality and its consequences, you can choose not 
to display this message anymore by ticking <Do not show me this warning again>. 

 What happens with documents containing track changes, when you sign and lock?  

If not all track changes were accepted before registration: 

– the pdf rendering will accept them all and propose a clean pdf version with no 
track changes mark-ups (even if there is a lock) 

– the original attachment will continue to show the track changes 

11.2.5. How to finish a Q-SIGN task I have received? 

Context 

Finishing a Q-SIGN task (thus doing a qualified electronic signature- QES) task implies 
using a qualified certificate for electronic signatures.  
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If necessary, you can insert comments in the dedicated field. They will be visible in 
the “Comments” of the Q-SIGN task, in the e-Signatory:  

 

(3) The possibility to add the visible signature is ticked by default; untick it when you 
do not wish to see it on your document (go straight to the point 4 below then). 
Specify the exact spot to put the signature in the document preview. (As long as 

you have not specified this on the document, you cannot continue signing; the 
“Sign” button remains greyed): 

(a) Click once on the document preview: a box appears 
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have several attachments that require signature by means of a QES, you must sign 

them one by one. You will then receive one SMS code per attachment.)  

 

(6) The task is closed. All the attachments are locked. 

 

If you have chosen to add your visible signature on the document, you can see it on the 
document preview or when printing the document: 
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 For the documents registered by a DG/agency that currently apply the e-seal: if at least 

one attachment of an Ares document is signed via a Q-SIGN task, the text 
“Electronically signed on…” will not be put upon the document registration. The 
stamp at the top right corner of the attachment shows the Ares number, the registration 
date and the presence of a QES. Click on the stamp to be redirected to the signature(s) 

(if the file is opened with Acrobat Reader). 

 

11.2.6. How to manage QES-OUT and QES-IN tasks?  

QES-OUT and QES-IN tasks are automatically generated when you insert a Q-SIGN-
EXT task in an e-Signatory workflow; which is the case when you need to request an 
electronic qualified signature to an external partner. See all details in the chapter 11.1.3. 

11.3. e-Signatory available options  

11.3.1. Where and how can I see who has signed a document 
electronically?  

a) in the document details 

The name of the person who has signed the document is displayed on the "Document" tab 
of the registered documents (i.e. the name of the person who had a SIGN task code in the 
e-signatory). Closing date and time are also displayed. Signed by... is a useful 
information for the readers of the document that do not have access to the e-Signatory. It 

is preceded by an icon, depending of the type of signature used. 
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b) in the PDF attachments 

When you register a document containing an e-Signatory with a complete SIGN task, the 
pdf rendering operation will add an e-stamp text to all attachments of type Cover note 
and Main document once the pdf has been rendered. Two stamps have been designed and 
chosen by the service: either a standard e-stamp (used by the Commission, EEAS, the 

delegations, the Executive Agencies, BEREC Office and SRB) or a short e-stamp (no 
mention of a Commission decision) used by the European Ombudsman, EU-Lisa, 
EMSA, EDPS and EXTAUDIT: Electronically signed on 17/02/2022 16:40 (UTC+02) 
in accordance with Article 11 of Commission Decision (EU) 2021/2121 

 

The e-stamp text will be added to the last page of the attachment at the bottom right. 
It is a static text, in the language of the document metadata (i.e. the language selected 
when importing/ scanning an attachment. So always think to specify the language 

when inserting/scanning an attachment. If you haven't chosen a language or the 

language chosen is NS-unspecified, ML-multilingual, AU-other, the e-stamp will be in 
English by default), for which only the date and hour change to the date and hour of 

when the last SIGN task has been completed. There should it at least one SIGN task 
that was completed. 

The e-stamp is not added: 

– to attachments of documents where the box <Parallel workflow> was ticked, 

– to attachments Annex, Cover note – courtesy copy, or Main document – courtesy copy, 

– to supporting documents and translations, 

– to the pdf preview rendered before document registration. 

A clear explanation is displayed when the e-stamp is not added: 
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(a) The  button redirects you to the document 
modification page to finalise the document. 

(b) The button offers you 2 possibilities: either you keep the 
document in save mode (“Finish without sending”). You are then 
redirected to the “Filing” tab if the document is not filed. Or you can 
delete the document (“Trash bin”):  

 

(c) The  cancels the closing of the task. 

 

 

 

Notes 

 If the document is not registered yet, the creator and the manager of the e-signatory 

can add a new task even if the last task of the e-signatory had already been closed. ("e-

Signatory" tab then  button).  

 When an attachment is added and contains track changes: if nobody else has done a 
clean up before, the system accepts all changes at the end of the e-Signatory and 
before registration. 

11.3.4. How to see the actors of an e-Signatory at one glance? 

Context  

In the e-Signatories inbox, you can now see the first 7 actors without opening the 
document. 

Method 

(1) Move your mouse over  in the document action buttons 
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Then, a saved document will be created for each of the selected supporting documents 

with the following metadata: 

– the title of the supporting document, 

– the attachment will be the supporting document itself, 

– the creator will be the person who has registered the document 

containing the supporting document 

This document is displayed under "Link" tab of the original registered 
document:  

 

By default, the document is filed in the same file(s) as the registered document. (If the 
registered document is not yet filed, pay attention that the saved document will be deleted 
after 150 days if not filed). There will be automatically a link between the original 
registered document and the new saved document(s). No sender/recipient will be copied 

(as those metadata are not compulsory for a saved document).  

11.3.6. How can I insert the signed version of my document if I have a 
SIGN task? Use a courtesy copy  

When all SIGN tasks are closed, you can still manually attach the scan of a signed 

document: a courtesy copy. For example, if you need to put the signed version of a letter 
in Ares: you print the letter, then sign it manually and finally you scan this blue-ink 
signed version.  

 If you have ticked the box specifying there is a parallel paper workflow, it won't be 

possible to have courtesy copies. 

Courtesy copies are not considered a modification of the attachment(s), so uploading 
them is authorized even if the document was locked after a "sign and lock" operation and 

even if the SIGN task was closed.  

Two types of courtesy copy attachments are supported: Cover note - courtesy copy 
and Main document - courtesy copy. Each attachment of type Cover note or Main 
document can have maximum one linked courtesy copy. 

Courtesy copies can be viewed from the "preview attachments". 
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(4) The system automtically maps the original with the courtesy copy. 

If there are multiple Main document (or Cover note) attachments, you re do the action to 
map the courtesy copy to the correct Main document (or Cover note) when you add a 
Main document – courtesy copy (or Cover note – courtesy copy) attachment. 

(5) Scan or import your attachment and  your document. 

The screenshot below shows an example of an attachment containing a courtesy 
copy: 

 

Notes 

 No check in/check-out is authorised on courtesy copies.  

 Courtesy copies are not allowed for documents with a level of confidentiality 
"RESTREINT UE/EU RESTRICTED", "EURA-Restricted", or "Sensitive Non 

Classified" (i.e. for documents where attachments cannot be added).  

 Courtesy copies are not authorised in internal messages and in e-Signatories with a Q-
SIGN or Q-SIGN-EXT task 

 
11.3.7. How to insert my signature on an attachment signed in a 

qualified electronic manner (Q-SIGN task)? 

The person who signs on a Q-SIGN task can now choose to add a visual image of the 

signature details on the signed document: a “visible” signature. It is not the signature 
itself, but the mention that the document has been digitally signed, the signer’s details 
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12. FILING DOCUMENTS  

12.1. Filing rules 

According to the document type (saved or registered) and the conditions (document 
registered in the DG or not...), the filing may be compulsory or optional. 
Consequently, related CLASS tasks might then be closed automatically by the 

system. See below a summary of the specific filing rules and CLASS tasks 
behaviours: 

Document 

type 
Conditions Filing rule Behaviour of the filing window and the CLASS task 

Saved 

/ Filing is not mandatory. The filing window is shut after any filing. 

The CLASS task can be closed automatically. 

Registered 

  

a) the document 

has been 
registered in the 

DG of the task 

assignee 

Filing is mandatory. Checks done by the system: 

 if the document is filed in a normal (*) file where the 

users"s DG/Service is Lead Department or Associated 

Lead department (ALD), the filing window is shut and 

the CLASS task is closed.  

 if not the case above, the filing window remains open 

and the task is not closed. 

b) the DG of the 

task user s only 

among the 

recipients (i.e. 

(s)he does not 

belong to the 

same DG as the 

registration 

author) 

Filing is mandatory (or put as 

"not to be filed"). 

Checks done by the system: 

 if the document is filed in a file where the user's 

DG/Service is Lead Department or Associated Lead 

department (ALD), the filing window is shut and the 

task is closed. 

  

 if "Not to be filed" is chosen for the document (**), 

the task is closed. 

 

 if none of the case above, the filing window remains 

open and the task is not closed. 

 

c) other cases 

 

The filing is not mandatory. The filing window is shut after any filing.  

 

The CLASS task can be closed automatically. 

Notes 

 The unfiling of a registered document is now possible when its filing is only optional. 
For instance, if your DG is recipient or in assignment of a document registered by 
another DG and the document is already filed in the creator DG, you may now unfile 
the document from a file from your DG - if the filing was not correct for example, as 

specified in the filing rules. 
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(3) If you want to file again the document in other files one after the other, you can 

choose to leave the window open by clicking the arrow next to the filing button: 

 

(4) The filing of the document is confirmed:  

 

(5) Back in the registration confirmation window, click  button 
(If necessary confirm). 

(6)  The document registration is automatically confirmed and a unique registration 
number. For example, Ares (2018)71427: 
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12.4. How to file a document from a file search? 

Context  
How to search in the list of all the existing files of your DG to which you have access and 

to file your document in one of these files. 

Method 

(1) From the "Filing" tab of the document, click on the button  

 

(2) Select the tab "Search" 
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Notes 

 In order to obtain an optimal file search, if you know that the file title starts with the 

value indicated, please use the filter « starts with », instead of « contains » : 

 

 clears the criteria and results of the previous search so that you can 
perform a new search. 

 File code: Code given to the file by the system (year-number sequence)  

 Heading code: NOMCOM code of the heading that contains the file (e.g.: 
09.01.31.001.005). On a sub-file line this code is followed by the code of the parent 
file (e.g.: 09.01.31.001.005.2007-AA2518) 

 Specific code: internal code for managing files given by the DG. This code may be a 
copy of the codes on paper files or part of a file identification system unique to the 
DG. 

 Lead department: the department that owns the file. (By default, this field contains the 

name of your department, but you can change it if necessary.) The search does not 
take into account lower hierarchical services. For example, if you are looking for all 
files where "digit.b." is "chef de file", the results will only display the files where CF 

is only "digit.b". CF "digit.b.1", "digit.b.2", etc. will not be displayed in the results. 
You can see all files should you tick the adjacent box. 

 Associated departments: associated services sharing the responsibilities of the files. 
Useful for the filing of documents. 

 File title: name of the file. The file title itself must be concise, pertinent and 
understandable (regardless of how easy to read the documents actually filed there are)  

12.5. How to file a document in a favourite file? 

Context  
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How to file a document in one of your favourite files. 

Method 

(1) From the "Filing" tab of the document, click on the button  

 

(2) This takes you to the "Favourites" tab. Click  icon next to the file. 

 

(3) The document is then automatically filed in the file. 

Note 

 menu offers you the possibility to see the documents already filed in the file 
(View content), to take this file off your favourites (Remove from favourites) or to 
connect to NomCom to see this file (Open this file in NomCom). 
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12.6. How to file a document from the Filing Plan? 

Context  

How to add a document in a file via the tree structure of the filing plan. 

Method 

(1) From the "Filing" tab of the document, click on the button  

 

(2) This takes you to "Favourites" tab. Click on "Filing Plan" tab. 

 

(3) Expand the tree structure of the filing plan clicking on the  icon, until you 
reach the file in which you want to put the document. 
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(4) Click the  menu button next to the file. Ares checks whether you have 
the required rights to perform actions in this file.   

(5) Click File document: 

 

(6) The document is automatically filed in the selected file. 

 

Notes 

 You can filter the files' display by status: tick the file type(s) i.e.Active, Inactive, 

Closed. Confirm with button. 

 

 You can use View content from  menu in the filing plan to view all the 
metadata of a document. 
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 Unfile from the same menu takes the document out from the current folder. If the 

document is registered, you will not be able to unfile it, unless it is filed in another 
file. 

12.7. Changing a filing 

12.7.1. How to modify the filing of a document from a favourite file? 

Context  

How to move a document to another file: i.e. to file it somewhere else. 

Method 

(1) In the File menu, click on Favourites. 

 

(2) This takes you to your favourite files. Select the file where the desired document 
is filed. 

(3) Under  menu, click View content. 
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(4) The list of documents filed in the file is displayed. Under the   
button, click on Move document next to the document which you want to re-file: 

 

(5) The system displays a list of your favourite files. Find the new file in which you 
want to file the document. You have several search possibilities:  

(6) When you have found the desired file, click on the   icon 
corresponding to this file:  

 

(a) The "Favourites" tab page: if you want to file the document in one of your 
other favourite files. 
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(b) "Search" tab page: if you want to launch a file search. 

(c) "Filing Plan" tab page: if you want to search for a file via the filing plan. 

(7) The document is then automatically filed in the new file and removed from the 
original file. 

12.7.2. How to unfile a document? 

Context  
When the registered document is filed in at least 2 files, you may unfile the document 

from one file.  You must respect those 2 rules: you must be "file user" of the file 

and your DG must be "Lead Department" (chef de file) of the file.  

Method 

(1) Click on Unfile under  

  

 

(2) If the document is registered and only filed in one file you get the following 
warning message when you try to unfile: 

 

Notes 

  As all registered documents must be filed, a document that is only filed in a single 
file cannot be unfiled. To the contrary, if a document is filed in at least 2 files, you can 

unfile the document from one of the file.  
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 Each save document unfiled from all the files is automatically sent to the "trash bin". 

12.8. What to do when you receive a document that should not be filed? 

Context 

When your DG is recipient of a registered document sent by another DG, you do not 

have to file the document in the files of your DG. In that case, a button  
is displayed on the tab "Filing" of all those recipients. Indeed, it is the responsibility of 
the DG that has sent to document to file it. 

You can still choose to file the document and thus give access to the "file readers" to that 
document. File the document through the usual filing methods (from favourites, search or 

filing plan). As soon as the document is filed, the  button disappears.  

Method 

(1) Open the document you have received. 

(2) On the “Filing” tab, click on the  button:  

 

(3) A warning message about the document's security is displayed: 

 

(4) Click  to continue: the filing tab will then remain empty and you will not 
receive a reminder to file the document:   
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Notes 

 The "not to be filed" documents will not be taken into account in the DMO reports 
(registered unfiled documents). 

 If you have an assignment task and the DG is not recipient of the document, 

 button does not appear any longer. 

 When you click on  for a document and the same document is filed 
in a file of your DG later on, the "not to be filed" option is removed automatically.  
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13. SEARCH 

Context  
This important functionality in Ares enables you to find documents, tasks and the 

contents of files on the basis of any piece of metadata. 

Note that only documents which you are authorised to access to will appear in the search 
results (i.e. the documents where you are a stakeholder and/or a file reader). For some 
search types, you are warned if the result document can be seen by a delegation you have 

received or a virtual entity. The results of such searches cannot be compared to the 
results available in DMO reports.  

Several search methods are available in Ares: full text search and metadata search. As a 
general rule, use Full Text or Metadata Search separately when possible. Indeed the 

system will always take into account all entered criteria at the same time. So, full Text 
search expression is executed first and afterwards the metadata expression. It can take  a 
long time if the Full Text criteria are not selective enough! 

Choose unique information: facilitate the Search by using specific words/key words and 

expressions. Avoid unclear or non-specific criteria such as "commission", "invoice" or 
"meeting minutes" that are commonly used in Ares. 

13.1. Ares Documents search 

13.1.1. Finding recent documents 

Context  

A list of the last 50 documents you have consulted or processed with your user name is 
displayed by default, but you can view up to a maximum of 200. 

Documents sent by Areslook are also displayed under Recent documents list of the 
sender and creator. Incoming documents saved by Areslook appear in the creator's 

Recent list. 

Recent documents list display is harmonised with other lists such as received/favourite 
documents or tasks inboxes. More details about the display and the filtering options? See 

chapter 7.1. 

Method 

(1) In the Document menu, click on Recent. 
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There are two display modes for the search criteria panel: simple and advanced modes. 
The "advanced mode" is an extension of the "simple mode". It allows you to use 
additional criteria and operators. The advanced mode applies to full text search, 
documents and associated files boxes.  

The filter <Only documents created or received by my DG/service> searches only for 
documents created (established) or received by your DG. It is selected by default 
(modifiable). This is particularly useful in order to avoid hundreds of unnecessary results 

as more files with a visibility "Institution" will be gradually created. 

Click Advanced Search (located in the toolbar next to the full text search) or click 
Advanced search under Search criteria. 
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  When you launch a search, the main left navigation menu is automatically hidden. 

Click on the arrow next to Menu to make it visible again. 

  

13.1.4. How to search for a document using a few related words? Use 
the full text search 

The word(s) or the expression will be searched both in the details of the document (title, 

comments field, numbers, etc.) and inside the body text of the attachment(s) joined to the 
Ares document.  

Quick Search: shortcut for the Full Text Search. The Quick Search field is located in the 
toolbar of the Ares home page. 
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The full text search, accessible via Search criteria/Advanced search works the same 

way, but offers more options. 

 

 Tips when using full text search: 

– Enter keywords, significant long expressions. This search will look for characters/ 
words in the contents of documents’ attachments. The system recognizes all official 

languages (at least the three working languages of the Commission) and the 
orthographic signs with grammar exceptions, plural/singular words and diacritic signs 
(for example the accents in French).   

– Avoid stop words and function words (ex: a, about, that, where, on, in…) when 

performing Full Text search, unless you do an exact phrase search. Stop words and 
function words appear in many documents and may impair search result. There are 
tools in place to filter them out but it is a good practice to avoid them. For example: 
instead of "study on mobility developments in school education in  2012" use " study 

mobility development education 2012".  

– Use full words: avoid fragments of words in Full Text:  
So if you search for "comm", it will not match "commission".  

– Do not use wildcards (%, _ or *) with full text search, use rather them in metadata 

search (for example with searches on titles) 

– Use this search if you know words and/or expressions that can be found in the 
attachments content.  

– You can now use Boolean operators (AND, OR, NOT) in a full text search thus 

allowing a search restricted to a word or to an expression. These operators are now 
operational in the full text quick search box at the top of any screen box and in the 
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– Creation date: by default, the system will search documents that were created 

during the past year, like this, search results are not polluted by very old results. 
You can of course change it if necessary 

 

– Title: You can for example search specifically on the title 

  

– Registration/Save number: when you click in the Registration number field, it 
is automatically filled with "Ares" followed by the current year. However, if you 
paste a number in one of the fields, these pre-defined data will not be added:
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13.1.8. Tips when using metadata search 

 Use Wildcards (%, _ or *) in Metadata Search (wildcards do not work with Full Text). 
"%" replaces several characters; "_" replaces one character. For example:   
%pro% → "programm", "project", "reproduction" and "procedure"...  
"co_e" → "code" and "core". 

 Pay attention to accents; they do matter in Metadata Search: "école" will not match 
"ecole" but it does in Full Text Search. Therefore, use Full Text Search if you are not 
sure whether a word is spelled with an accent or not. 

 Use Save Number and "starts with" operator to filter by the DG creator of the 

document: when clicking with your mouse in the Save Number field, your service 
automatically appears (dg.service.unit). Use this to also filter documents created by 
other DGs: type manually the service creator. 

 Use "contains" operator with incomplete document numbers: use "is" operator only 
when searching for a document number if you have the complete number! Use 
"contains" operator when you do not.  

 Avoid searching with words in the title with "ends with" and "contains" operators in 

Advanced mode.It usually ends in a time out response. Examples:  
title CONTAINS "egypt" → 65 secs (time out!)  
title CONTAINS "316637" → 28 secs  
Save Number CONTAINS " 1678101 " → 5 secs 
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13.1.9. How to search for documents with a CdP procedure? 

  

(1) Under Search criteria, click Advanced search 

(2) Under Procedure, type the first letters of the requested procedure. 

(3) Select it from the proposed list. 

(4) Launch with  
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13.1.10. How to search for documents with a CAB procedure? 

 

(1) Under Search criteria, click Advanced search. 

(2) Under Procedure, type the first letters of the requested procedure. 

(3) Select it from the proposed list. 

(4) Launch with . 

13.1.11. How to search for documents containing an Access to 
Documents request (ATD)? 

(1) Select Advanced search/ Documents. 

(2) Under More criteria panel, go to Procedure field: 
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(3) Type the first letters ATD. You can then choose either "ATD request" or "ATD 

reply". 

The Commission's horizontal access -to-documents team in SG has a dedicated 
search option. The team members can do a pre-filtering of the access-to-document 

requests.  

(1) Click ATD search under Administration menu. 

 

(2) Complete the search criteria (search method identical to a classical search): 
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13.1.12. How to search for a document copied to the external and 

how to download it? 

Any linked client application can search and download the documents if they have a 
valid EU login authentication and the requisite rights. The client applications may control 
the access of those documents (private, public…). 

The search and consultation of these documents will be available soon through some 
client applications like Sygma, DocsRoom, Carol...  

13.1.13. How to find all the save unfiled documents of my service?  

You can see the documents that shall be deleted in the coming days/months. As saved 

unfiled documents are automatically deleted 150 days after their creation, you can 
anticipate the deletion 

A column has been added for this purpose: "Scheduled deletion date" specifying the 
exact date of deletion. This report is available to all users, but only the DMO has access 

to all the documents; all other profiles only see the documents from their service they 
have access to. 

(1) Click on the menu Reports under Follow-Up and then choose "Documents 
created by my service, not registered, not filed (for user)"  

 

(2) Select the creation date of documents (Documents older than 0/30/60/90/120/150 
days.) You can also include only the documents candidates for deletion.  
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(3) Click button. 

(4) The report will be displayed at the right of the screen. Several report statuses are 

available: "finished"  (the report was generated properly, and is available in 
Excel format), "finished with limitation" (the report was generated but size/time 
limitations prevent the report from being complete. An explicative warning is also 

displayed in the cover page) and "error"  (impossible to generate the report)
  

   

(5) When the report is done, click  icon to open the report.  icon: the report is 

being generated, please wait. You can refresh the screen with  button at 
the top of the page. 

Notes  

 The cover page of the report displays the ID of the report, request date, report name 

and chosen parameters. 

 When an Excel output is empty (ex: because there is no data or when no 
corresponding document/entity is found...), a warning is displayed in the cover page of 

the Excel output "No data found matching your criteria":  

  

 All reports are automatically deleted 6 months after their submission date. You can 

manually delete a report at any time clicking  button:  
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 Excel reports: hyperlinks directly pointing to the documents are available in the 

column showing a document's "save number". (If the report displays both 
"registration" and "save" numbers, the hyperlink is also on the save number). 

13.2. Adonis documents search 

13.2.1. How to search for Adonis documents? 

Context  

The Adonis search allows you to search for documents registered in Adonis (the 
document management system used before Ares was introduced). 

 Before you can use this functionality, you must specify your Adonis preferences. See 
11.2.2 if you have not specified them yet. 

Method 

(1) Click button, under Advanced search menu. 

 

(2) Specify the necessary options and click :  
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(3) Results are displayed. Click on a title to open the details of the corresponding 
document:  

 

Note 

If you have not yet specified your Adonis settings, the system will ask you to do so when 

you open the Adonis tab page. 

13.2.2. How to set your Adonis search preferences? 

(1) Go to your Preferences, at the top right of the screen, on "Main" tab. 

(2) Click button to modify the data. 

(3) You must first specify the following parameters to perform an integrated search 
of Ares/Adonis: 
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(a) Adonis login: login used for Adonis 

(b) Adonis password: password used for Adonis 

(c) DG Database: choose from the drop-down menu the name of the DG 

database to which you have access for your Adonis/Ares search.  

13.2.3. How to search for tasks, assigned in a document? 

Context  

The tasks search in Ares enables you to search through tasks in workflows ("Assignment" 
or "e-Signatory") which you are authorised to access. The search covers all types of 
tasks: new tasks, closed tasks, future tasks, recent tasks and finished tasks. 

Method  

(1) Click on  in the Advanced Search menu. 

(2) Select the recipient of the task(s) you are looking for from the drop-down list in 

the Assigned to field: Other DG, My DG, My unit, or Me.  

 

You can also select the user who assigned the task from the down-down list in the 

Assigned by field (same the options as above) 

(3) Choose if needed an action or leave "Any" (default option). 
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(1) To save a favourite, click  button in the search 

results screen. 

 

(2) Type the title for the new favourite. This title should be unique and should not 
exceed 100 characters. 

 

(3) Press  button. 

(4) Your new favourite is put in My favourite searches in the Advanced search. 

 

(5)  To re-use it for another future search, simply click on its name. 
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 Managing favourites 

The favourite panel contains searches of the user. Each favourite contains the criteria 
with their associated values and search operators. 

(1) To change the title of a favourite, click the  button and type the new title. 

(2) To delete a favourite, click . 

13.4. Sharing documents 

13.4.1. How to send the link of a document via electronic mail? 

Context 

You can send a direct link to an Ares document to another person via email for example: 

either via  option or by copying/pasting the document numbers. 

 Access rights on documents are respected and checked: the email recipient must have 

an authorised access on the document (at least reading access). If it is not the case, he 
will not be able to open the document. 

Method 

(1) Open the document you would like to share. At the right of the screen click 

:  
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The save and registration numbers are hyperlinks to the document, offering you the 
possibility to copy & paste this direct link to a document and e.g. send it by e-mail to a 
colleague. 

 

 Since 2017, Ares and Nomcom use the more secure HTTPS for data communication 
in their hyperlinks, rather than the older, unsecured http protocol which does not encrypt 
data. There was an automatic redirection that is now stopped. Please manually change the 

old hyperlinks to Ares documents from before 2017, that will appear to be broken. You 
need to modify the first part of the URL as below:  

Example of an old link:  
http://www.cc.cec/Ares/document/show.do?documentId=080166e5e8f19212 

to be modified into:  
https://webgate.ec.testa.eu/Ares/document/show.do?documentId=080166e5e8f19212 

13.4.2. How to download in mass attachments? 

Context 
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(3) You receive a confirmation:  

 

 

How to see the current list and its content?  

(1) Click ‘Bulk download’ entry in the Administration menu. A counter indicates the 
total number of documents selected.  

 

 

(2) You have access to the documents’ metadata and a preview of the attachments 

 You may remove documents from the list  or erase the whole list (‘Clear 
list’ button).  

 

How to validate the content?  

(1) Click ‘Download all’ button to launch the preparation of the list. The preparatory 
current displayed will be emptied.  
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(2) Enter the zip parameters (all fields are mandatory) 

 

(3) Confirm the download. 

(4) The Zip file creation is asynchronous. When done, it appears under the tab ‘My 
bulk download requests’:  

(a) open it with  icon. It is available for 7 days. After this deadline, you 
may ‘Rebuild’ it (you do not have to redo the documents’ selection). If the 
security of some documents has changed during the creation process (for 

instance if you have chosen documents you no longer have access to), they 
will automatically be taken out from the zip file. 

 

(b) The Zip file contains one folder per document (each folder grouping the 
attachments selected, in the chosen format) and an Excel export of the 
metadata of the documents and attachments. 
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Notes 

 The system warns you when you are trying to add documents already present in the 

list and/or if you do not have access to all documents of the file: 

 

 When adding documents from a virtual entity, you are informed when other members 

from the virtual entity have started a bulk download list: 

 

13.5. Putting aside some documents 

13.5.1. How to put a document as favourite? 

Context 
You can now keep a list of favourite documents (max 200). This list is accessible via a 

new option Favourites in the left navigation menu. It is harmonised with all the other 
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Notes 

  To remove a document from the favourites, tick  icon next to the concerned 
document. When the action is complete, you are warned:  

 

 Putting a document in your favourites does not impact its security. Indeed, you can 

lose access to a document, even if the document is among your favourites. For 
example, you have access to a document as it was filed in a file you have access to, 
then you put it in your favourites. Later on, the document is unfiled: the document 
remains in your list but you cannot open it anymore:  

 

13.5.2. How to see the documents filed in a favourite file? 

Context 

You can navigate in the list of documents filed in a selected file.  

Method 
(1) In the Favourites menu, click on the file: 

 

(2) A new window will display all concerned documents: details of a selected 
document are displayed in the right section of the screen. Use the arrows on top of 
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this section to leaf through the documents. You can open a document by clicking 

on its save number in the main document navigation pane: 

 

Notes 

  Document navigation is also available in NomCom application. 

 Users with a DMO profile have access to the documents’ metadata. If the document 
has a marking/is classified, the title is replaced by a star (*) and the recipient, sender, 
comments, person concerned are not shown. 

13.5.3. Managing links between documents  

Context  

Ares enables you to have links between documents. For example, you can use links 
within larger files with many registrations to link documents dealing with similar issues 
but filed in different files, to link an original document and its response, or to link 

duplicates. Four types of links are available: general, request, response, duplicates. 

Method 

(1) Go to the "Link" tab page of the document. 

(2) Click on : 
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Notes 

 It is not possible to put twice the same link in the same document: 

 

  An asterisk beside the "Link" tab means that at least one link has been saved for 

the document in question. This means you do not have to open the tab page to see if a 
link exists: 

 

 You must have read access to the document to add links. 

 Security settings also determine whether links are displayed; you must have access to 
the document to which the link leads. 

 You can create links between saved or registered documents. 

 Each link between two documents is bi-directional. The link will appear on the "Link" 
tab page of both documents. 

  When you create a link of the type Response the original document will 

automatically have a link of the type Request. 

 To access document details, click on the hyperlink in the "Title" column.  

 The  icon allows you to delete the corresponding line. 

 You can link to further documents by clicking on  again. 

 To go back to the previous screen without saving your changes, simply close the 
documents search window. 

 The button clears the criteria and results of the previous search so that you 
can specify data for a new search. 

  icon shows the preview of the attachment(s), if available.  
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13.6. Files search 

13.6.1. How to use My service menu? 

Context  

You can run a search for files in Ares by using either the navigation menu (My service 
option), or from an advanced search or by navigating in the filing plan. 

Method 

(1) Click on My Service in the File menu.  

 

(2) My service menu displays the list of files where your service is "Lead 
Department" ("Chef de file") and/or "Associated Lead Department" ("Chef de 
File Associé/ CFA"):  

 

Notes 

 File searches are automatically stopped if they take more than 2 minutes. You are 
warned that the search has been ended.  

 

 You can set your preferences for the default value for the My Service file search: go in 

your Ares general Preferences and select the tab "Main". There, under File search 
menu, you can modify the name of the service that has been put as "Chef de File" in 

the required files. Select  button to open the modification mode. Tick <Include 
CFA> if you also want the value "Chef de File Associé" to be taken into account: 
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 When you change service (for example after a re-organisation), if you have modified 

the default value of My service, the value will remain the same. You can still modify it 
manually. On the contrary, if you have not modified it, the service will be updated to the 
new service value automatically.  

 You can export this list of files in Excel, sort the list or save these search criteria for 

later (same options available in the files search).  button 
opens the files search: 

 

13.6.2. How to combine multi criteria to find a file? 

(1) Click Advanced search 

(2) Click the button : 
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(3) Specify your criteria. You can remove the Lead department/Associated CF and 

enter your own search criteria in the relevant fields. 

 

 Files metadata 

(a) File code: file code. For instance: 2015-AA1234 

(b) Specific code: internal code for managing files given by the DG. This code 
may be a copy of the codes on paper files or part of a file identification 

system unique to the DG.  

(c) Title: name of the file. The file title itself must be concise, pertinent and 
understandable  

(d) Status: you can select one or several status or all of them (tick <All>)  
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(e) Lead Department: the department responsible for the file, chef de file. (By 

default, this field contains the name of your department, but you can 
change it if necessary.)   
Unfold the menu to choose the necessary criteria:   

 
"Chef de file" metadata does not take into account lower hierarchical 
services. For example, if you are looking for all files where "digit.b." is 
"chef de file", the results will only display the files where CF is only 
"digit.b". CF "digit.b.1", "digit.b.2", etc. will not be displayed in the 

results. You can see all files should you tick the adjacent box. 
 
Associated CF: (Associated lead department). Filled by default with your 
service, can be modified. Mainly used to extend the closing check of a 

document with a filing task). 

(f) Desk officer: you can search for a file through its desk officer: type the 
first letters and select a name 

(g) Creator application: search for files according to their creator application, 

i.e. according to the application where they were created (NomCom or via 
an HRS application). 
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 Heading metadata 

(a) Heading code: decimalisation 

(b) Specific code: specific heading code defined by DG (optional). This is the 
reference code which was given by the DG to headings in the filing plan 
before the NOMCOM code with its own decimalisation system existed.  

(c) Title: name of the heading 

 More criteria 

(d) You can filter by date or by HPS metadata (...) 
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The  button clears the criteria and results of the previous search so that you can 
specify data for a new search. 

(4) Click  button or press [enter] key. 

(5) The results are displayed in a separate window: 
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 The system will not take into account the search criteria when displaying sub-files. 
For example, if you search with the criteria "global warming 2015", the system will 
display files corresponding to that search in the results. However, if you open a file 

content with the "+" icon, the sub-files may not match the prior search criteria, i.e. 
they may not contain "global warming 2015" criteria.  

 The security is checked. Thus, if you have access to the file and not to all its sub-files 
(exceptional case), when you click "+", a message will warn you that you cannot see 

the sub-files due to lack of permission rights: 

 

 If you want to keep the search criteria and re-use them later, add them to your 

favourite searches: click  option at the top right of the 

screen, then type a name for this specific search (mandatory) and confirm with 

  
 

13.6.3. How to use the filing plan to find a file? 

(1) Click on Filing Plan under File in the Ares navigation menu. 
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(2) Expand the filing plan tree until you reach the level at which the file or subfile is 
located. 

(a) In the drop-down list, specify whether you want to view the complete 
filing plan or just the part of the filing plan that corresponds to your DG.  

  

(b) You have the option of collapsing the entire filing plan by clicking on  
button. 

 

(c) You can filter the files" display by status: tick the file type(s) -Active, 

Inactive, Closed. Confirm with button. 
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13.7. Sharing the link of a file  

In order to share a direct link to the content of a file, you can now use the new 
option “Copy link” under the “Actions” menu (on the Favourites files, My service, 
Filing Plan screens).  

It copies the file direct link. You can then paste it in an email/in a document and the 

recipient will be automatically redirected to the file content in Ares, at the proper 
location of the Filing Plan (if s/he has the rights to see the file content), without 
opening NomCom nor a new Ares pop-up window. 
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 Document creator and current task owner can add another second e-signatory manager 

but may not modify or delete already existing e-signatory manager(s). 

14.1.3. Where to see the CDP or procedures in the list of tasks?  

In the Assignments menu, the type of procedure (if there is one) is displayed in the 
documents details:  

  

14.1.4. Which reports about Cdp are available for SG CDP team? 

The SG CdP team needs to assess the quality of the CdP process throughout the DGs. 

Therefore, two reports will be available (only available to CdP team). They will be 
executed in an asynchronous mode (the execution runs in the background while you 
continue to work with the application)44:  

 "Central CdP statistics": displays the total of documents by procedure type for all DGs 

(one line per DG). 

 "CDP procedures statistics (ASOC)": reports ASOC tasks in order to make an 
evaluation of work in associated DGs 

 "CdP follow-up": displays all documents where a procedure has been applied (one line 
per document/procedure) 

                                              
44 2 reports are also available to DMO profiles. Read "Ares Administration manual" for details. 
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 "VP follow-up": This report provides the list of all documents tagged with the VP 

procedure. For each document, it gives a snapshot of the current status of the 
procedure (incoming document and linked reply). 

 "VP statistics": The report provides the DMOs with the total of documents by each 
procedure type by service (and sub-service). The VP team has a global report for each 

procedure type by service. 

 "VP statistics ASOC": The report provides the DMOs with the total of documents 
received as associated service (ASOC) by each procedure type by service (and sub-

service). The VP team has a global report for each procedure type by service. 

Method 

(1) Select the necessary report from the menu Report under Follow-up  

   
  

(2) Enter the necessary criteria: 
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 CdP Statistics report (for CdP team):  

  

 CdP statistics (ASOC)  

 

 Follow-up report for CdP team:   
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 VP follow up: 

 

 VP statistics: 
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 VP statistics ASOC: 

 

(3) Click  button. 

(4) Corresponding reports are displayed at the right of the screen. 
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documents they were attributed to:  

  

 CAB procedures statistics 

This report provides the amount of notes by procedure type for your service (or for 
the whole DG if you have a DMO profile) for a specific period of time:  
 

  

Tips: Deadline date is the date of the last CF task of the incoming document. 
In the Excel output, a note is Replied when the response document is registered. A 
note is Late replied when the registration date of the response document is after the 
deadline date. A Not replied Note is when the response document is not registered. 
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A note is on time when the registration date of the response document is before or 

equal to the deadline date.  

14.3. External Repository Services (ERS) 

14.3.1. What means externalising a document (through ERS)? 

ERS sets up an external repository and a set of services to make some Hermes documents 

available outside the Commission (ex: to the public, to restricted audiences…) via 
portals. Contact your DMO should you need information concerning this accessibility. 

A screen allows managing the copy to external of the documents (accessible to restricted 
users and to users with a DMO profile). 

The search and consultation of these documents will be available soon through some 
client applications like Sygma, DocsRoom, Carol…  

 What is the document copy to the external (externalisation)? 

For each externalised document, a set of metadata and attachment(s) are copied to the 

external ("externalised"). The copy to external of a Hermes document attachment(s) 
includes the last version of the native content, the associated translations and the PDF 
rendering45 (if the native format is supported for the rendering).  

 Constraints for the copy to external 

A document may be copied to external only when it is filed AND saved or registered in 
Hermes. Only the last version of an attachment can be copied. Documents with a 
marking and/or encrypted documents cannot be copied to external.   

 Rules for documents containing personal sensitive data:  

1. When, at document level, the « personal sensitive data » is set to « No » : a 
document can be externalised. 

2. When, at document level, the « personal sensitive data » is set to « Yes»: a 

document cannot be externalised. 

3. When, at document level, the « personal sensitive data » is set to « Unknown » : 
(for documents created from Ares 3.5) or to « Null » (for backlog documents) : a 
check is done on the personal data value at file level.   

 

                                              
45 The PDF rendering is an asynchronous process. The system will automatically add the PDF con tent as  

soon as the rendering is completed. 
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(2) You can modify the title of the document before externalisation (ex: spelling 

mistake to correct, anonymization reason…). Change it under Externalised title 
field if necessary:   

  

(The externalised title is an additional metadata of the document. The original title is not 
externalised, only the externalised title is.) 

(3) Choose the attachment(s) you wish to send to the external: 

(a) Select the attachment on the left (Attachments not externalised)  

(b) Click  to put it for selection at the right of the screen. If you want to 

copy all attachments at the same time, click .   

(c) To cancel a selection, select the attachment on the right under Attachments 

externalised and click .  Click  button to cancel all 

modifications.  

(4) Confirm clicking  button. A few checks are performed: 

(a) A warning message is displayed if you need to do corrections or if the 
copy is not possible. For example:  
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partition of an already externalised document it will always be in the "authorised" 

partitions of the business. If the change is done from a private to public partition a 
warning is displayed. 

14.3.3. How to revoke a document copied to the external? 

You can revoke a document, i.e. cancel the copy to external. The document and its 

attachment(s) will be then deleted from ERS and the external access will be lost.   

(1) Open the document to copy to external and click “Revoke” button, under 

 menu:  

 

(2) Confirm with : 
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14.4. Access to Documents procedure : the Publicly Available Version (PAV) 

PAV feature with EASE will be soon available in Ares: please refer to the 
current Gestdem procedure in the meantime. See related Gestdem 

documentation in our wiki. 

14.4.1. What is a PAV? 

A PAV (Publicly Available Version) is a public version of an Ares document. When a 
person from outside the Institution requests a public access to an Ares registered 

document, any Ares user may create a PAV of that document48 directly in Ares. S/he 
simply uses the dedicated button, in the ‘Actions’ menu: <Add public access version>:  

 

Although it is technically possible to create a PAV in ‘Draft’ status, this cannot be 
‘Finalised’ unless there is a registered document of reply to an access to documents 
request (an ‘ATD reply’). Therefore, creating a PAV without any prior Access to 

Documents (ATD) request is pointless. A PAV must always be linked to an ATD 

request. 

The user decides the type of disclosure for the PAV document and for each attachment 
(Cover note, Main, Annex types49): the document access may be full, partial or 

negative50. At the end of the process, the PAV document will be accessible to all 

Hermes users: it becomes a ‘public’ document with the level of confidentiality 
‘Publicly available’. It can be externalised and/or published on the Commission’s 
portals (Electronic Access to European Commission Document- EASE), REGDOC) 

Although the features here presented allow the handling of access to documents 
requests in Ares, most operations (creation of the request, uploading the Publicly 

                                              
48 If s/he has at least a ‘Read’ access on the document. 

49 The attachment types Translation, Courtesy copy and Acknowledgement of Receipt are not concerned. 

50 Not possible for RESTREINT UE/RESTRICTED EU and EURA RESTRICTED documents or with 

documents containing a marking forbidding attachment. 
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Notes 

 You may generate several PAVs for the same document. They are automatically 

named PAV1, PAV2, PAV3, etc. and are all searchable and accessible in Ares. Only 
the latest PAV version is published. 

 No ‘Modify special’ functionality is allowed on PAV documents or on the PAV 
original Ares documents, to prevent any modification on attachments linked to a 

PAV.  

 It is possible to create a PAV on an internal message. 

 No external transmission is possible for ATD replies in Ares. 

 The tabs “Filing”, “Assignments” and “e-Signatory” are disabled on a finalised PAV. 

The action buttons <Reply> and “Assign task” (through the favourites menu for 
instance) are also not available. 

 Following PAV actions are traced in the audit trail: 

o Views on a finalised PAV 

o Creation of a PAV (audit of the metadata, content and attachment) 

o Update of a PAV: modification of the metadata/content (attachment) and the 
change of status 

o Update of a PAV “Redacted version”: the update redacted version from ATD 
reply event including metadata/content (attachment) 

14.4.5. PAV statuses and rights 

Throughout the Access to documents process, the PAV status will be updated; also 

updating the roles and rights on it.   

PAV statuses: 

(1) Draft: the PAV is created, not yet ingested in an ATD reply   . 

(2) Draft and ingested : the PAV is added to an ATD reply, without an e-Signatory 

(3) Draft ingested and protected : the PAV is added to an ATD reply, with an 
ongoing e-Signatory 

(4) Draft ingested, protected and locked: the PAV is added to an ATD reply, with an 
ongoing e-Signatory where a user did a “sign and lock” 
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(2) Click on <Edit>button. 

 

(3) Perform the modifications and insert a justification. 

 

(4) Save. 

14.4.7. How to delete a PAV? 

Reminder : only PAV managers may delete a PAV. The PAV must not have been 
ingested yet in an ATD reply. The deletion is also possible via HRS.  

(1) Open the PAV (« Public access version » tab of the original parent document). 

(2) Click on <Delete>. 
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(3) Confirm: 

 

14.4.8. How to “redact” a registered document attachment? 

In case of an Access To Documents (ATD) procedure, you might want to download a 
registered Ares attachment in PDF format that is stamped with the Ares registration 
number, and redact it with Adobe Acrobat Pro to black out parts of the text.  

With the introduction of the e-Seal, registered Ares PDF files are protected in order to 

secure the integrity of the document. Please follow this procedure to redact those 
documents: 

(1) Open the registered Ares PDF. 

(2) Click on “Print” and choose “Adobe PDF” as printer: 

 

(3) Save this PDF on your PC and open it with Adobe Acrobat Pro. 

(4) Mark for redaction and “Apply”. 
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level change) y level 

change) 

File (from the 

document point of 
view; the rules will 

not overwrite the 

ones defined for the 
files in the previous 

table) 

Yes Yes Yes Yes N/A 

Unfile (from the 

document point of 
view; the rules will 

not overwrite the 
ones defined for the 

files in the previous 

table) 

Yes Yes Yes Yes N/A 

Copy Yes Yes Yes Yes N/A 

Answer Yes Yes Yes Yes N/A 

Apply procedure Yes Yes Yes Yes N/A 

Add assignments  Yes Yes Yes Yes N/A 

Add e-sign task No Yes No No N/A 

Add link to a 

document 

Yes Yes Yes Yes N/A 

Search Yes Yes Yes Yes N/A 

Add to favourites Yes Yes Yes Yes N/A 

Send link Yes Yes Yes Yes N/A 

Copy to external Yes Yes Yes Yes N/A 

Set encryption Yes Yes Yes Yes N/A 

Preview attachment Yes Yes Yes Yes N/A 

 

15.3. Markings: correspondence table and description 

The table below shows the former markings that do not exist any longer in the new 
security model. A number of distribution markings are reserved for specific services 
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